Chapter 6
Challenges to Project Socrates
Throughout the Reagan years Project Socrates made incredible progress resulting in
major contributions in spite of the constant political challenges inherent to Washington.
But those were minor compared to what Sekora and team would face after President
Reagan left office.

A Major Setback
Reagan’s executive order was drafted but not fully coordinated by the time his second
term was up. In the waning months of the Reagan administration Sekora and supporters
chased those Washington influence leaders needed to be briefed before Reagan’s signing.
But, as is typical during this time of transition in Washington, it was all but impossible to
get any business done. So after several weeks, friends in the administration convinced
Sekora to back off, take some down time, relax and wait for Bush to come on board for
the final approval and signoff of Reagan’s executive order. There was no reason to
suspect that Bush would not implement the order.
But things happen in Washington that defy logic. A study of decision-making in
Washington leads to less confidence, not more, in what comes out of Washington. As I
went through this process of chronicling the life of Project Socrates in government, I
found that I had no idea how bad this condition could be and how deep the impact on the
US, socially, economically and politically. I am personally concerned that this condition
may be terminal for the country and have come to believe that our (the US’s) saving
grace is that the governments of the other major countries of the world are even less
effective than ours, more dysfunctional and in worse political disarray. But we cannot
rely on the deficiencies of our competitors to determine our future.
As one begins to understand the Socrates system, it is easy to see how it significantly
hampers the “wiggle room” that politicians seek to preserve allowing them to shift easily
from one position to another for political advantage. The unbiased universal view of
reality provided through the pure logic of System Socrates removes all ambiguity. This
causes resistance from some political leaders who seek to preserve that ambiguity.
With the new Bush administration in place, Sekora began finishing the coordination
process of the pending Reagan executive order. However, he immediately ran into
obstacles and dead ends. But the first real indication that something more basic was
wrong came when he lost access to the White House.
At first it was thought to be simply a matter of clarification and education to remove the
mounting resistance of the Bush administration. Who in his right mind, once adequately
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informed, would not support this timely solution with an already proven track record? So
Sekora continued to try to contact Bush aids, never being allowed to meet with President
Bush himself, to schedule briefings that would clarify obvious misunderstandings.
Then he was officially barred from the White House all together.
Still giving the administration the benefit of the doubt, Sekora went to an old friend who
had been on the Reagan White House staff to find out what was going on. Over lunch the
friend told Sekora not to feel bad because all Reagan people had been cleaned out and
barred from the Bush White House. But what was most revealing as the conversation
continued was what he shared next. The friend told Sekora that he knew that Bush’s
intention was to keep the pressure on him until he resigned. Sekora noted that but at the
time had no idea how rough the ride would be over the next year.
During the time that followed, the condition evolved until Sekora did resign. But even
after his resignation, the pressure continued, as someone was on a fishing expedition to
find a reason to remove Sekora and his influence once and for all.
In the meantime there remained those in Washington who had experienced working with
Sekora, knew the power of Socrates and wanted it continued. Director of Central
Intelligence (DCI) was one of those agencies that understood Socrates. DCI was a small
not well-known agency purposefully maintaining low visibility, which presided over the
CIA, DIA and NSA. The Director of CIA, in those days, was also head of DCI.
After Sekora resigned, DCI contacted him and requested he withdraw his resignation.
DCI would see to it that Project Socrates was transferred to CIA and Sekora would
continue as Director. It sounded like a good deal and Sekora seriously considered it, but
in the end, Sekora determined that it was over as a government program.
Sekora had tussled with the Bush administration for a year. It was obvious that the
pressure would continue at an increasing rate to finish Sekora completely, and it was just
not worth it. In the past year, his friends and supporters had been harassed, fired, or
forced out. Every step Sekora and anyone connected to him took was watched and every
decision he made was subject to scrutiny in an attempt to find a slip-up they could use to
finish him. It was clear, there was no way Sekora could stay in the government and
without Sekora, Socrates would never achieve the mission for which it was designed.
With his resignation official, Sekora relocated to Florida and started a private operation to
continue the mission of restoring US competitiveness. Thinking he was free of the
distractions of Washington, he rapidly began assembling his new team. But almost
immediately, he and his new team members began to be routinely followed and observed.
He found evidence of “dumpster diving” obviously fishing for something incriminating.
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Sekora checked with the local sheriff’s department, which was very cooperative, but
whoever was doing this was keeping a low profile. These incidents escalated to highspeed chases and gunfire. In one incident someone shot at a team member of Sekora’s
new operation while in his car on a routine errand. The associate’s infant daughter was in
the car at the time, and a spent bullet was found embedded in the seat next to where she
was strapped into her car seat.
To this day who the people were, where they were from, what they were looking for and
who ordered it is unknown, but during one chase a license plate number was acquired and
traced back to being registered to a government vehicle. The immediate assumption that
followed was that it was FBI, but when Sekora talked with his friends at the local FBI
office, they convincingly claimed to know nothing.
If this series of incidents had happened at any other time it would have been surprising
and mysterious. But since it was immediately after the events of the last years in
Washington, it was clearly an extension of a misdirected desire to stop Socrates and
Michael Sekora.
During those struggles in Washington with the Bush administration and before Sekora
resigned, many Sekora allies kept the inevitable termination of Socrates at bay.
Unfortunately, in some cases they also became victims.
Supporters of Socrates in the agencies and in Congress attempted “end runs” around the
Bush administration to preserve Socrates and Sekora. His friends in Congress encouraged
him to continue to hold off the White House and they would continue to back him.
Senator Jeff Bingaman sponsored legislation that would attempt to execute, in spirit,
Ronald Reagan’s executive order even though President Bush had rescinded it. The
legislation, subsequently passed, created a separate function within the Department of
Commerce, The Office of International Technology Monitoring. (See Appendix Three.)
In the Bingaman legislation Socrates, as part of DoC, would not be an entirely separate
agency, as Reagan had intended, but the arrangement was workable. As a separate
function, within DoC, the legislation made Socrates accessible by all public and private
sector institutions including industry, academia, capital markets, government and
supporting organizations. The legislation, with funding approved, passed the Senate but
as it went through the House, funding was stripped for technical reasons, even though the
bill itself passed.
Sadly, funding for the legislation could have still been salvaged in the spending
appropriations bill but was not. And the reason is just another example of the dismissive
attitude of the Washington culture.
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Sekora met with the Appropriations Committee staff member responsible for
coordinating the funding process for the House. This should have been a relatively easy
task. First the staff member told Sekora that he was in a hurry and that Sekora should just
wait until next year to have the bill funded. Based on what had transpired already with
the Bush administration and its commitment to kill Socrates, waiting another year was
not acceptable. As Sekora pressed for action to be taken in the current year the staff
member, obviously preoccupied, finally told Sekora that he had to leave right away to
take his dog to the veterinarian. With that he got up from his chair and left. As a result
they missed the deadline and Socrates became law but with no funding to implement.
In another attempt to salvage Socrates, Department of Defense undersecretary, Robert
Costello, approved a DoD Directive to use the Socrates system as the foundation for a
DoD project called Bolster Industry Competitiveness (BIC). Not only did the
administration cancel BIC but it also issued a new position statement declaring that the
US government would have nothing to do with US competitiveness.
Here was another unrealistic, if not absurd, doctrine issued by the Bush administration.
The ability to achieve and sustain competitive advantage is the source of economic
growth, prosperity and especially, in this case, national security. Competitiveness is
fundamental to all individual programs and for the US overall. Our ability to survive
depends on our ability to out-compete our rivals and adversaries. Our industries cannot
create jobs without competitive advantage. Our universities must successfully compete
with other countries to attract and provide the best workforce and latest research. Call it
what you want, but we would have never ended the Cold War had we not won the
competition. Bush would have not won his Gulf War without competitive advantage. But
someone or group was obviously willing to go to extreme, if not absurd, lengths to stop
Socrates at any risk.
Sekora has said many times that, “had Socrates not been stopped, odds are very high
that the US and world would not be in the crisis we are in today.” We are seventeen and
a half trillion dollars in debt (and growing), at this writing. We have lost industry after
industry to global competitors. Our education system is becoming full of “also ran”
institutions. Our jobs are decreasing and those jobs that are left are lower paying. Not
knowing how to compete is one thing, but issuing a policy that our government will not
compete is suicidal.
Along the way in the struggle to save Socrates were the causalities. Department of
Defense undersecretary, Robert Costello was fired and, as reported in the New York
Times, Dr. Craig Fields, Director of DARPA was reassigned.
…not so quietly, the Defense Department assigned Dr. Craig Fields, the director
of DARPA, to another defense position.” The article went on to say, “Dr. Field’s
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reassignment was labeled routine by the Pentagon, but in fact resulted from his
efforts to direct government funds into research aiding the competitive position of
the nation's commerce and industry, as well as improving its military strength. 1
(Dr. Field’s “aiding the competitive position” was directly related to BIC, which
operated from Socrates.)
During the Reagan administration, Sekora had worked closely with the unofficial, but
brilliant, White House science advisor, Dr. Edward Teller, known as “Father of the
hydrogen bomb,” a tag some say he did not appreciate. Dr. Teller was a strong advocate
of Reagan’s Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI, aka Star Wars). Sekora worked with Dr.
Teller during the Reagan administration until the handoff from Reagan’s official Science
Advisor, William Graham, to Dr. Thomas Rona, who would be incoming President
Bush’s Science Advisor. Although officially Dr. Rona was the “Acting Science Advisor”
for Bush and was not actually fired according to records, his previous work in the Reagan
administration, his association with Sekora and Dr. Teller and being a known supporter
of Socrates did not make him an ideal candidate for a position in the Bush administration.
He left a few short months into the Bush presidency.
In yet another attempt to salvage Socrates, the Export Control and Related Border
Security Assistance (EXBS) program made an attempt. EXBS is a U.S. Government
interagency program, managed by the Department of State's Bureau of International
Security and Nonproliferation. During the 1980s, its primary function was to disrupt or
stop the flow of technology to the Soviet Bloc. Sekora had worked closely with this
agency in his early CIA years and continued the relationship during Socrates
development and deployment.
During the Bush assault on Socrates, EXBS offered to bring Socrates into their
organization to support the Foreign Disclosure and Technical Information System
(FORDTIS). FORDTIS is an automated arms proliferation control system to track and
audit exports of military technology. Where this was a show of support by a government
agency, Sekora ultimately determined and EXBS agreed that the absorption of Socrates
to support a very narrow application like FORDTIS would meaningfully dilute the
potential of Socrates; therefore Sekora and EXBS agreed to suspend absorption of
Socrates.
A few of the most visible US Congressional supporters of Socrates and Sekora in
addition to Senator Jeff Bingaman were Representative Helen Bentley (R-MD), Senator
John Heinz (R-PA), Senator Joe Lieberman (D and I-CT) and Representative Dick
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Gephardt (D-MO). When Dick Gephardt entered the 1988 presidential race, he selected
Michael Sekora as his science advisor.
Note that through all of this, various government agency investigations, FBI
investigations involving numerous lie detector sessions, Congressional hearings (Sekora
cannot remember the exact number) to determine why Socrates was abolished, Sekora
was never found negligent or in violation of any laws.

The Final Blow
Sometime in the early 90s after Sekora had left the government and formed a new team to
continue the mission from the private sector, an old supporter, Senator John Heinz
contacted him on behalf of the Senator’s friend, Jim Keenan of Pace Industries.
Pace Industries was the leading North American custom aluminum die caster. Ford Motor
Company was one of, if not their largest customer, and there were indications that Japan
was aggressively attempting to replace Pace as the primary supplier for aluminum engine
blocks and transmission housings. Sekora was introduced to Jim Keenan and proceeded
to help Pace out-compete Japanese companies for the Ford business using the Socrates
tools to guide the initiative. The relationship between Sekora and Jim Keenan developed
and came to a happy ending. Pace thwarted the Japanese manufacturer threat and retained
Ford as their major customer. One of the few victories, I might add, for a US company
against Japan and attributable to the use of System Socrates.
During the time that Sekora and Keenan worked together, Sekora’s experiences with
Project Socrates and the Bush administration naturally came up. Jim Keenan just
happened to be one of the GOP and George Bush’s major campaign donors and routinely
went to Washington to meet with President Bush over a meal or tennis match. Upon
hearing the experiences Sekora had with the President over Socrates, Jim Keenan offered
to take Sekora with him on the next trip and was confident they could resolve the
problem with President Bush. Keenan was certain that President Bush was simply getting
bad advice from his staff.
With the business problem resolved at Pace, Sekora went back to Florida and shortly
afterward received a call to schedule a trip to Washington as a guest of Jim Keenan and
have lunch with George Bush. A few days later Jim Keenan sent his private plane to
pickup Sekora for the trip to DC.
As they sat in the dining room of the Capital Hill Club waiting for President Bush to
arrive, a White House courier showed up with a message for Jim Keenan. The message,
from President Bush, stated that the president would be unable to join them for lunch. Jim
told the courier that would be fine Sekora and he would be happy to wait and have dinner
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with the president instead. The courier responded that the president would not be
available at all to meet with Keenan as long as Sekora was present. Keenan was furious.
There are several implications that help understand Bush’s abolishment of Socrates found
in the sequence of events that followed that day. As Sekora and Keenan boarded the
plane back to Florida, another courier arrived with an envelope containing yet another
message from President Bush. We know that what President Bush wrote in the departing
message to Jim Keenan was, among other things, a reference to Japan being a friend, not
an enemy. That message, combined with the fact that Japan was carrying much of the US
debt at that time and that Socrates had hurt Japan competitively in the microelectronics
industry, was another indication that there was more to this than was being seen.
Japan had been aggressively lobbying against further deployment of Socrates, pointing to
what may have been the real reason the administration killed Socrates. The implications
were that if deployment of Socrates continued, Japan would be in an inferior competitive
position, negatively impacting their economy and therefore, would not be willing to carry
more US debt.
Similar pressure against Socrates surfaced in Europe as EU members, particularly France,
expressed concern over Socrates and its ability to literally outcompete any competitor in
any market at will. Whether or not targeted at the EU, the residual effects of Socrates, in
their eyes, would hurt EU members’ ability to compete.
Socrates’s research had already determined that these same countries and allies of the US
had been targeting the US for many years executing sophisticated technology maneuvers
to exploit our markets and out-compete us at every turn. But to their credit, it was more
our fault than there’s that they were able to do this to us. For the most part it was all fair
competition for which we were simply not prepared and at the government level not
willing. But now Socrates had prepared us to compete, only to be stopped by our own
misguided reasoning of our government.
All the while, these countries had been using technology-based planning, although much
less sophisticated manual systems compared to Socrates, to out-compete the US for
decades, further causing US competiveness to decline and with it leaving an economic
system propped up by loans from these same countries.
For years afterward, US politicians would navigate through and around all of this,
continuing to build up debt while losing industries and jobs to our competitors for who
knows what political gains.
It is reasonable to believe then, that these events as exposed on Sekora’s trip to
Washington with Jim Keenan of Pace Industries were instrumental in Bush’s decision to
eliminate Socrates.
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Industrial Policy and Socrates
Reagan had wisely concluded that our inability to compete was at the root of a structural
problem that would continue to slow economic growth, create a dependence on debt
funding and eventually lead to a crisis in trade imbalance, job loss and national security.
To sustain economic growth, create jobs, balance trade and ensure national security,
Socrates was necessary and had already demonstrated its value. So why did the Bush
White House kill Socrates?
First are the events that took place with Pace Industry and Jim Keenan. Those events
strongly suggest that President Bush decided that certain allied nations saw Socrates as a
threat and he would have to appease them. That meant abandoning Reagan’s objective to
restore US competitiveness. Even though every country in the world targets the
incredible US consumer market for exploitation at any cost, our leaders have chosen to
discourage any efforts to stand-up and strengthen our ability to compete.
Japan provided the most pressure, but EU countries were also applying pressure. For
years, these countries had been cherry picking our breakthroughs and exploiting our
technology to out-compete us at home and in the world marketplace. But with Socrates,
we had already demonstrated the capability to reverse the competitive advantage by
automating the technology-based planning process – automated innovation.
That version of why President Bush terminated Project Socrates is the most likely
however the official version of why Socrates was abandoned that emerged from the Bush
White House condemned Socrates as “industrial policy” (IP). Conventional wisdom in
Washington defines IP as being a form of central planning, making it taboo in most
circles in the US. The short version used to describe industrial policy in Washington was
and remains so today, “choosing winners and losers.” The Bush White House
conveniently lumped Socrates into that category deemed industrial policy.
The phrase, “picking winners and losers,” has stuck as the unofficial term accepted in the
US to describe industrial policy even though, as we will see, is misleading and a grossly
inaccurate. In picking winners and losers, the government selects favorite industries and
even individual organizations to support. These are the winners. Those industries or
individual organizations the government does not support are considered losers. In recent
times, green industry and startups in that industry like Solyndra, for example, were
chosen to be winners and received massive government support.
Today this practice is even more blatant and organized resulting in mostly large
corporations “snuggling up” with the administration to receive favorable government
treatment. Critics refer to it as crony capitalism but more accurately it is crony socialism.
Whatever it is called it is a form of industrial policy of the worse kind practiced in
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America where the “party line” attempts to mislead the rest of the world by claiming
abhorrence of industrial policy.
As we look into industrial policy as Washington defines it while erroneously denying it
exists in US government, Socrates was nothing of the sort. Socrates is not industry- or
organization- specific at all, but is technology-specific and technology flows across all
industries in a completely unbiased way. President Reagan’s executive order would
simply have made automated innovation, technology-based planning tools available to all
US individuals, organizations, institutions and government agencies to simply support
their planning and decision-making in pursuit of competitive advantage.
The net effect of Socrates automated innovation is to raise the entire level of competition
enabling human advancement to come in huge leaps. US competitiveness is the single
most essential factor to US survival. George H. W. Bush successfully killed the
government version of the program creating a major setback but did not diminish the
need for the program nor its reemergence in the private sector as the only viable solution
to ensure US survival.
The lead into an April 9, 1990 article in New Technology Week by Richard McCormack
states: 2
“Project Socrates, a respected but now orphaned program that conducts strategic
technology planning for the Department of Defense, has been labeled by Bush
administration ideologues as a program that exemplifies “industrial policy” and
therefore must be killed, according to those close to the Socrates organization.”
Although the label of “industrial policy” was given to Project Socrates, this argument has
fundamental problems that we will get to in detail later in this chapter. But whatever the
real reason for killing Project Socrates, it must have been very important to the Bush
administration and Republican Party as Jim Keenan was one of the Party's biggest
financial contributors. To alienate Jim Keenan, which this act against Socrates did, was a
costly decision. Because of the actions of President Bush against Sekora and Socrates,
Jim Keenan pulled all of his support and vowed to have Bush defeated, which came to
pass in Bush's attempt at a second term. For the record, Sekora had nothing to do with
Keenan’s negative campaign against President Bush in his run for a second term.
Before we look at the misguided decision to label Socrates as industrial policy let's first
put Socrates in the proper perspective starting with a review of two fundamental premises
established from the intensive research by the Socrates team:
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Premise 1: To survive and prosper, humankind at every level, from the individual, to
societies, to organizations within societies and entire nations, must effectively compete.
Throughout the history of humankind, those societies that achieved and sustained
competitive advantage have survived and prospered, i.e., satisfied human survival
and growth needs better than alternatives, which the Socrates solution defines as
competitors. Those societies that could not effectively compete have languished and
died.
Premise 2: The source of all competitive advantage is the ability to acquire and utilize
technology better than competitors to satisfy human needs.
Each major leap for humankind, i.e., Agricultural Revolution, Scientific Revolution,
Industrial Revolution and the current Knowledge/Innovation Revolution came
through societal advancement in ability to acquire and utilize technology. Figure 3 is
a chart used by the Socrates team in briefings to present the interconnection between
societal evolution, technology and automation of processes. Socrates research
concluded that the next major step for mankind, from the Innovation Age, would be
Automated Innovation and the US must lead the Automated Innovation Revolution
to survive. Project Socrates would provide the capability to bring forth the
Automated Innovation Revolution.
History of Technology-Based Planning and Humankind
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Figure 3: Societal evolution and technology
With the above premises supported by the most in depth research ever conducted on
competitiveness, resulting in the framework for designing and developing Socrates (the
ten findings in Appendix One), a system with tools was produced and deployed as the
foundation for all planning. At the federal level, the system would be used to carryout
national policy for such critical areas as economic growth, job creation, trade policy and
national defense.
The Socrates team developed the Technologyspace Map® system tool to display for the
first time the complete competitive landscape with all players (competitors and potential
partners) and their capabilities in acquiring and utilizing technology for competitive
advantage, both present and future.
Next Socrates, via the Technologyspace Map®, would determine each player’s
technology strategy to acquire and utilize worldwide technologies for competitive
advantage relative to the user’s organization and its policy objectives. This capability
would expose the specific threats to users in their need to achieve and sustain competitive
advantage for their organizations, e.g., business, education institutions, financial markets,
government agencies and overall threats for the entire nation. The exact threats at all
levels are very vivid, comprehensive and detailed, so that effective countermeasures can
be taken through the use of the system’s second tool, the Map Navigation Tool®.
Socrates’ Map Navigation Tool® enables users to conduct scenarios of offensive and
defensive maneuvers to neutralize competitor strategies and establish advantage for users
in US entities and all supporting organizations.
The Map Navigation Tool® was developed through further analysis of Socrates findings
that determined that maneuvering in the technologyspace for competitive advantage is the
same as maneuvering on a military battlefield. With that determination, the Socrates team
researched the more than twenty-five hundred year history of military science to capture
and digitize military strategy. They identified all existing forms and types of military
strategies from the vast archives of military history then organized and structured the
results for digitization. The structuring, organization and digitization of military strategy
resulted in the Map Navigation Tool®.
The effort required to structure, organize and digitize military strategy in itself was a
massive undertaking. The completed Map Navigation Tool® enabled users to execute
offensive and defensive maneuvers in the technologyspace to achieve and sustain
competitive advantage in any competitive situation. Competitive advantage in all aspects,
in turn, provided the growth and prosperity enabling the US to lead the world once again
both economically and militarily.
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From this review of the Socrates, its foundation premises and basic functions, the proper
context is set for a factual discussion on industrial policy as the vehicle used to abolish
Socrates. Several points are made in the following discussion on industrial policy about
Washington’s treatment of industrial policy and the hypocritical, de-facto industrial
policy that actually exists in our government. The most important point that must be
established though, is an accurate understanding of Socrates within the proper definition
of industrial policy:
Socrates does not create policy of any kind but is a tool for carrying out all policies
including industrial policy. The underpinning process of Socrates, technologybased planning, has been the natural vehicle for carrying out social, economic and
political policy for the good of mankind since the beginning of human history.
Clearly, Socrates is purposefully unbiased and can support, not dictate, any form of
industrial policy. For example, US policy makers could use the Socrates system to
understand China’s global expansion goals and strategy of which China’s own industrial
policy plays a key role. As in all initiatives, China’s achievement of its goals requires
competitive advantage, which depends on its ability to acquire and utilize technology
better than competitors. Superior technology acquisition and utilization is an
underpinning of China’s world domination plan. And China does not play by our rules.
To achieve its objectives, China must acquire and/or disrupt others from acquiring critical
technologies that support its social, economic and political goals. The processes to carry
out strategies to achieve these goals are intricately connected and coordinated in China’s
technology/competitive plan through systematic maneuvering in the technologyspace.
China’s grand technology acquisition and utilization strategy aligns the various
components of its industrial policy. Socrates operates as a solution to industrial policy
whether supporting our own or countering the threats of others.
As of this writing the US is about to receive another lesson on technology strategies from
this astute, although unethical, technology-based planning country.
Currently China is being admonished for her aggressive practice of “hacking” into
worldwide corporate and government computer systems, particularly those of the US, to
acquire technology. We need to understand that what they are doing is all part of their
grand technology acquisition and utilization strategy to achieve and sustain competitive
advantage. Their hacking instances are not isolated events but part of a coordinated plan.
We do not condone their methods, of course, but must effectively deal with them and can.
Presently, without Socrates, we are not capable of effectively countering anything China
does as part of their global competitive strategy, let alone their hacking program, because
we are operating from the wrong foundation. Sometimes it seems we cannot even think in
the right ways to make intelligent comments at the decision-making level.
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We are deluged with news reports of Chinese hacking as if this method of data gathering
is surprising. The fact is “hacking” is a common tool used for intelligence gathering
operations in all major countries including the US. It is not condoned but is a reality that
only Socrates can effectively address. And as technology advances, so will “hacking”
effectiveness advance. The solution is technology-based not legal action.
There is a difference in countries like China vs. the US hacking operations. In China
hacking is part of a coordinated systematic process supporting a countrywide technology
acquisition and utilization strategy. This outcome for China is competitive advantage
across all sectors. China’s planning process across its economic, political and social
systems is a coordinated technology-based approach. Because their planning process is
technology-based and technology spans literally everything humans touch the data
gathering process is not biased toward any particular sector, i.e., industry, education,
capital markets or government/military. Instead the planning process enables technology
to be applied to advance each in a coordinated way. On the other hand, US leaders
steeped in finance-based planning see foreign hacking of US data as isolated events.
In typical fashion US leaders then, focus on each hacking event as one act completely
oblivious to China’s massive near-, mid-, and long-term sophisticated global technology
strategy. In the absence of an effective competitive counter measure we initiate
ineffective solutions. For example our Justice Department has issued arrest warrants for
China’s military leaders allegedly responsible for specific “illegal” hacking program
involving Boeing. Good luck and if by some chance this stops hacking, which is will not,
what about the rest of China’s very effective technology acquisition and utilization
strategy?
Reminiscent of the initial, “knee-jerk,” response of US leaders in Washington to the
Soviets “stealing US technology” back in the early 1980s, US leadership is once again
completely unaware of the technology-based planning process, the ability of technologybased planning competitors at maneuvering in the technologyspace and their elaborate
multi-layered competitive strategies that obliterate finance-based planning countries.
Where hacking cannot be tolerated and openly practiced in our country, it is a method
that we must recognize as a realistic threat routinely carried out by competitors not
playing by our rules and be capable of removing the threat. In Socrates, hacking and
other methods considered illegal or unethical are completely unnecessary. The Socrates
system though, was designed to address all methods, legal or not, and do it within US
ethical and legal requirements.
First as a society, we must advance our overall capability to compete if we are to survive
against China and the other sophisticated and, from our perspective, ethically challenged
technology-based planning competitors of the world. This requires ability to look past
“single point threats” and see the bigger picture of a global technology strategy such as
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China’s. We must understand China’s global, multi-layered technology strategy as the
greater threat that must be addressed to permanently remove even the single point threats
like hacking. Hacking is simply a modern technology enabled method of stealing
technology for which System Socrates was designed, developed and proven to effectively
address.
For Sekora and team it is like standing on the sidelines with the means to win while
watching our team get pummeled and the coach hasn’t a clue. When we approach him
with the solution, the coach brushes us away with, “come back after the game, I’m busy
now.”
Coincidently when this China hacking controversy began to get media attention, Sekora
had already been working with a prominent congressman’s staff on an economic and
national security plan involving Socrates Generation-3. In an effort to help with the China
hacking issue as it began to occupy the attention of the congressman, Sekora sent the
email below:
“I would like to give you some insights on this latest revelation about Chinese
hacking.
There are two key points: a) these incidents of hacking in themselves are not a
significant threat, and b) the standard U.S. intelligence community response is not
effective.
The Chinese hacking is just one small technology acquisition maneuver in the
very large, coherent set of highly diverse technology acquisition and technology
utilization maneuvers of the Chinese technology strategy. And like all strategies,
the value and strength of an individual maneuver comes from the fact that it is an
integral part of a complete strategy.
The technology acquisition maneuvers within China's technology strategy cover
the range from very legal, high visibility licensing agreements to illegal hacking
and everything in between. And, these tech acquisition maneuvers are all working
in a highly coherent unified fashion. The reality is that the illegal hacking is a
very small aspect within the complete set of tech acquisition maneuvers and,
(contrary to how it is sensationalized), the illegal hacking poses minimal true
threat to US economic and military might without the benefit of the rest of the
technology acquisition and technology utilization maneuvers. You don't win a war
by sending in one soldier to kill the one bad guy.
The problem with the standard U.S. intelligence response is that it addresses the
hacking events only. There are two major problems with this. First is the fact
that, just like the old Soviet Union tech strategy, the Chinese tech strategy is
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composed of a vast interconnected array of redundant technology acquisition
maneuvers that are executed in a very fluid, adroit fashion over time. As a result,
by just addressing the hacking events, the intel community will be consistently out
maneuvered in their attempts to prevent the Chinese from acquiring the
technology China requires. The second major problem is that the community is
addressing the protecting against hacking and not the bigger need of protecting
and building overall U.S. economic and military strength.
The only effective way to counter a technology strategy is with a more effective
technology strategy.
When U.S. resources were vastly greater in magnitude than that possessed by the
adversaries/competitors, we could survive by addressing their technology
strategies with brute force R&D and a few intel community programs to retard
their illegal acquisitions. We no longer have the luxury of using this highly
inefficient approach. We must execute a technology strategy that consists of a
coherent array of technology acquisition and technology utilization maneuvers,
that offensively and defensively out maneuvers the Chinese on a consistent basis.
In the early 1990s I debated three ex-CIA Directors on a live CNN broadcast on
this issue and all three were initially defending this old approach to the problem.
But even back then, they were beginning to see the futility of this approach to this
on-going and rapidly escalating problem.
If you want to discuss this further, let me know and we can connect by phone.
Thanks,
Mike (21 May 2014)”
As of this writing Congressman Mike Rogers (R-MI) has not yet replied to Sekora’s
email invitation to help solve the problem.
Personally it is clear to me that, based on what we know has been happening or not
happening in our country over the last several decades, we do not have the capacity to
effectively address China’s competitive strategy. We may somehow get hacking out of
the media, but China will plow forward successfully with its global technology
acquisition and utilization strategy in tact, continuously in a state of refinement, while we
are preoccupied with isolated events and politically driven solutions.
In the meantime if/when Congressman Wolf’s legislation is executed, US policy makers
in every part of our government would be armed with Socrates’ Technologyspace Map®
and Navigation Tool®. With the Socrates system and tools in place we would be capable
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of removing the overall China threat while effectively countering each maneuver within
their strategy including hacking.
The Socrates Technologyspace Map® will expose China’s grand technology strategy in
its entirety at any level of detail enabling US policy makers to respond to China’s isolated,
but coordinated maneuvers, with effective offensive and defensive counter maneuvers.
Not only are hacking technology acquisition maneuvers exposed prior to their execution
but the many other legal and illegal maneuvers of China’s technology strategy will be
exposed enabling us to respond before these threats are carried out.
Executors of US policy across all government agencies would use Socrates in an array of
initiatives and routine functions including activities like innovation and manufacturing
initiatives, development and application of IRS tax code incentives and penalties, the
housing administration actions that affect the construction industry, precisely planned and
executed financial regulations and exactly where and what to subsidize for best payoff.
Socrates was designed to provide the information to plan and make decisions in every
area of government, industry, academia, research and financial markets enabling efficient
coordination of all national resources. To do this is necessary for survival in the twentyfirst century where global competitors carry out sophisticated technology-based strategies
sometimes with very limited resources to consistently out-compete us in the world
marketplace.
With this review of Socrates as the context, let’s look at the problems associated with
labeling Socrates as industrial policy to justify its termination:
Problem 1 – The definition of industrial policy set and carried out in Washington is
grossly oversimplified and inaccurate.
The general misuse of the term industrial policy centered in Washington has served only
to prop up and reinforce decisions and practices that have been destructive to our country,
misleading, counter-productive and, in the end, will be embarrassing to those who have
blindly followed.
Even though surrounded by experts in almost every field imaginable, policy makers in
Washington have generally glommed onto and persist with a biased and oversimplified
understanding of industrial policy, i.e., picking winners and losers. In reality, a
universally accepted definition of industrial policy does not exist. This is because a
country’s industrial policy is uniquely defined by the style of government in which its
industrial policy is applied. The subsequent relationship between a country’s governing
method and its industrial sector then defines industrial policy for that country. Since
every country, including the US, has a unique relationship between its government and
industry, there are as many definitions of industrial policy as there are countries.
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In the US under President George H. W. Bush, industrial policy was apparently deemed
not to exist. But as we shall see, that is extremely misleading. To put US and, in
particular, President George H. W. Bush’s treatment of industrial policy in perspective,
let’s first look at industrial policy on a global scale.
From The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) in a paper
entitled Beyond Industrial Policy: Emerging Issues and New Trends 3 by Ken Warwick
first distributed in 2012, the problem of finding a universal definition of industrial policy
is discussed at length. In the discussion a summary of accepted definitions from various
credible sources is presented. These definitions are sprinkled across the entire spectrum
of industrial policy, which we will show later in this section and are derived from the
governing “style” of the country applying its industrial policy. Here is the summary of
some accepted definitions from various sources. This is not intended to suggest that these
definitions presented here represent the total spectrum of all industrial policy definitions
but rather to illustrate that the definition of industrial policy is much more than “picking
winners and losers,” “central planning” or even “laissez-faire:”
Definitions of industrial policy: From Table 1 of Beyond Industrial Policy: Emerging
Issues and New Trends:4
“Industrial policies are concerned with promoting industrial growth and
efficiency." (OECD, 1975)
“Industrial policy may be generally defined as any government measure, or set of
measures, to promote or prevent structural change.” (Curzon Price, 1981)
"the term industrial policy indicates the relationship between business and
government on a micro economic level..." (Wachter and Wachter, 1981)
“....everything which is useful to improve growth and competitive performance”
(Adams and Klein, 1983)
“Industrial policy...means government policy aimed at or motivated by problems
within specific sectors.” (Tyson and Zysman, 1983)
“Industrial policy means the initiation and coordination of governmental
initiatives to leverage upward the productivity and competitiveness of the whole
economy and of particular industries in it.” (Johnson, 1984)

3

Ken Warwick, “Beyond Industrial Policy: Emerging Issues and New Trends”, OECD
Science, Technology and Industry Policy Papers, No. 2, OECD Publishing, 2013
http://dx.doi.org/10.1787/5k4869clw0xp-en.
4
Ibid
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“Industrial policies refer to those policies intended to affect in some ways
manufacturing or service industries.” (Graham, 1986)
“...a wide ranging, ill assorted collection of micro based supply initiatives which
are designed to improve market performance in a variety of occasionally mutually
inconsistent ways.” (Geroski, 1989)
“Industrial policy is an attempt by a government to encourage resources to move
into particular sectors that the government views as important to future economic
growth.” (Krugman and Obstfeld, 1991)
Industrial policy is one “aimed at particular industries (and firms as their
components) to achieve the outcomes that are perceived by the state to be efficient
for the economy as a whole.” (Chang, 1994)
Industrial policy “can be defined as any policy affecting the allocation of
resources to industry and in this sense embraces both macroeconomic policy ... as
well as the more traditional areas of microeconomic policy.” (Sharp, 1998)
Industrial policy is “every form of state intervention that affects industry as a
distinct part of the economy.” (Foreman Peck and Frederico, 1999)
Narrow view: “Restrict attention to policies that target particular firms and
industrial sectors.”
Broad view: “any policy that shapes or influences the competitiveness of a
country’s firms and industries” (Beath, 2002)
“...restructuring policies in favour of more dynamic activities generally,
regardless of whether those are located within industry or manufacturing per se.”
(Rodrik, 2004)
Industrial policy is “the activity which creates a favourable environment for
European business in general, the manufacturing sector and its industries in
specific” (Aiginger and Sieber, 2005)
"Industrial policy refers to a set of measures taken by a government and aiming at
influencing a country's performance towards a desired objective." (Pitelis, 2006)
When we look closely at US industry policy practiced over the years, we will likely see
examples of each of the definitions above being applied at one time or another. That fact
is a symptom of one of the problems we will discuss in detail to show how US politicians
keep industrial policy ambiguous and undefined while generally rejecting that it is
practiced in the US.
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Since the definition of industrial policy is derived from the style of government it is
serving, a universal definition, if one could exist, would be something like the one below
developed in conjunction with the Quadrigy team for use in this book:
Industrial policy is defined by the nature and extent of the cooperative
relationship between government and industry.
This attempt as a universal definition covers the total industrial policy spectrum and is
similar to the third definition in the list above:
"…the term industrial policy indicates the relationship between business and
government on a micro economic level..." (Wachter and Wachter, 1981)
Another factor in the problem with Washington’s definition of industrial policy used to
label Project Socrates was that government, like it or not, is an important part of a
nation’s economic system and cannot simply be deemed, excluded, i.e., we have no
industrial policy. In fact a relationship between industry and government is inevitable in
every nation regardless of the governing style in place.
A specific industrial policy can be created to support a central planning philosophy, as is
found in totalitarian governments, or it can be at the other extreme in support of laissezfaire, more associated with democratic governments. Both extremes define the
relationship between government and industry and therefore determine and set guidelines
for industrial policy in that country. To equate industrial policy exclusively with any one
point on the spectrum and then to use that definition to deny all industrial policy is
uninformed and irresponsible. This is exactly what we have done in Washington by
defining all industrial policy as “picking winners and losers.” Appendix Five contains a
graphic representation of the industrial policy spectrum and two opposing examples –
USSR vs. Japan. The Socrates team used this graphic to illustrate Japan’s more
successful government/business relationship over the Soviet Union’s version.
Traditionally US governmental stated philosophy, relative to business, supports free
markets and free trade, which is, in fact, an industrial policy position but ignored as such
in Washington.
The following discussions will show that in any case, even in the case of the generally
accepted definition of industrial policy in the US, i.e. picking winners and losers,
Socrates was not industrial policy of any kind. Nevertheless, based on the inaccuracies
about industrial policy in US thinking, Socrates was terminated as a government program.
Problem 2 – Socrates is not industrial policy of any type
The ambiguity around industrial policy in Washington provides the latitude to selectively
enforce Washington’s generally negative view and definition of industrial policy. As a
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result, industrial policy is used in the US for support or ignored when convenient
depending on the political agenda. In the case of Socrates, Washington used it to put
Socrates in a negative light.
But Socrates is simply a system with tools that automate the process of technology-based
planning. That's it in a nutshell. The confusion is created in the way Washington defines
and frivolously applies industrial policy.
Technology-based planning is a planning method used throughout the world in many
countries to support each country's ability to compete and survive economically, socially
and politically as a nation. Technology-based planning is the natural basis for all planning
throughout history. Socrates did not invent technology-based planning. In fact,
technology-based planning was the foundation used intuitively throughout the US before
WWII and responsible for building the US into a superpower. Later in the book you will
see the difference between pre-WWII entrepreneurs in the US who intuitively practiced
technology-based planning and todays entrepreneurs practicing finance-based planning.
All Project Socrates did was to systematize and automate the process of technology-based
planning, taking it from an art to a science, and then convert the US back to technologybased planning at a much higher level than our competitors.
US industrial policy has always naturally supported competitiveness, even though some
in our government at the highest levels, as we have seen, have maintained that US
government does not deal with competitiveness. Numerous government sponsored
initiatives and ongoing services specifically impact US competitiveness, i.e., corporate
tax policy, subsidies, trade policy and workforce development programs throughout the
US. These are all government industrial policy practices created and sustained with
taxpayer money to increase our competitiveness and are specifically discussed in greater
depth below.
As stated above, plotting the industrial policy positions of all countries of the world
would span the entire spectrum, from totalitarian to laissez-faire. As the foundation for
all planning and decision-making, one can use Socrates in any of these countries at any
point on the spectrum with any industrial policy to acquire and sustain competitive
advantage through automated technology-based planning. We conclude that Socrates is
pure, unbiased and purposefully apolitical.
In the US, Socrates supports the free market free trade philosophy by enabling
organizations at all levels, public and private, to have access to the system and tools to
produce and execute their individual technology strategies that provide competitive
advantage. Unlike the crony-socialism that has crept into our country’s de facto industrial
policy, small and medium sized organizations with access to Socrates tools, for the first
time in US history, have the capability to create and execute technology strategies that
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are as sophisticated and effective as any large global corporation with massive planning
resources.
To label Socrates as industrial policy of any type further demonstrates how grossly
misinformed opponents of Socrates were about both industrial policy and Socrates. To
date, the decision of the Bush administration to terminate Socrates has set the US back
thirty years, and in the process, has caused our nation to be on the verge of collapse.
Problem 3 – US leadership denies that we have and practice industrial policy
As discussed above industrial policy is inevitable for any economic system of any
country. Industrial policy occurs either formally or informally as government and
industry have an overlapping impact and simultaneously a dependence on the country’s
social, economic and political systems.
Because US government leaders ignore that we have industrial policy our informal, defacto industrial policy that actually exists has become politically inspired, uncoordinated,
confusing and counter-productive resulting in an unending series of major economic
blunders.
At least in part, because our industrial policy remains undefined and denied, the industrial
policy actually practiced in the US can become blurred with other policy, making
accurate decisions about the country’s economy hard to reach. The industrial policy in the
housing market, for example, executed through Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac to expand
home ownership to lower income groups was a blurring of industrial policy with social
policy. It was a catastrophe.
Another form of US industrial policy carried out allegedly for the public good is
minimum wage. On the one hand, critics of the policy say that it violates free markets and
actually serves as an inhibitor to job growth. But those on the other side see minimum
wage requirements as necessary to fight poverty. Because our overall industrial policy
remains undefined, coming to useful conclusions about the benefits, social, political or
economic, are clouded.
The US industrial policy for the agriculture industry, farm subsidies, was originally to
manage the supply of agriculture commodities and influence the price of these
commodities. The 2013 agriculture bill originally was said to be 80% about expanding
food stamps. This raises many questions about our industrial policy thinking in general.
Blurred by ambiguities, the arguments go on about US industrial policy without reference
to the undefined concept. Is our industrial policy more about social welfare or
competitiveness? And if we are more competitive, is that not socially beneficial? Is our
ability to effectively compete not the true source of survivability and welfare of our
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nation? We need to get our understanding of industrial policy straight and in support of
US competitiveness for the good of our social system.
As we continue to decline in ability to compete, from where will the money come for
addressing social welfare? Will it come from improved competitiveness that raises the
entire economy or will it come from a continuing rise in national debt? If the latter, what
impact does a rising national debt have on our ability to compete and ultimately on our
social welfare as the money runs out?
These questions will go unanswered until Washington acknowledges industrial policy
exists, defines it for the US and then formally adopts it in an appropriate manner that
supports the joint objectives of our government, industry and social systems. When
Socrates was developed, it was about carrying out, with efficiency and speed, all policies
of our country that would make us more competitive. A better defined industrial policy to
help answer the questions posed above may serve to get us back to being competitive and
capable of satisfying the needs of our people.
Contrary to the apparent beliefs in Washington, the US actually has a history of extensive
industrial policy programs that directly defies stated anti-industrial policy positions and
practices. To start with as an example that goes way back in our history, the Land Grant
Act of 1850 made 3.75 million acres of land available to the states for support of railroad
projects, one of the most notable early industrial policy actions.
But today there is a huge array of laws and regulations that work underneath our system,
guiding business decisions and actions through government execution of industrial policy.
The “stated” overall industrial policy of the US is “free markets” and “free trade,” but
neither will be called “industrial policy” in Washington. The myriad industrial policy
tools, mostly in the form of legislation and agency regulations, carry out our true but
unspoken industrial policy. These uncoordinated policies regulate markets, trade and
other aspects of industry in a highly inefficient way.
Because Socrates is a completely unbiased foundational planning and decision-making
system, it can support any noble political agenda very effectively. But the problem that
politicians may have with Socrates is that in the process of creating and executing precise
technology strategies for competitive advantage, it provides fact-based, logical
information, which naturally exposes the cost of flawed and sometimes less noble policy
and decision-making. This attribute of Socrates is obviously not appealing to politicians
who wish to keep conditions malleable and ambiguous.
The purpose of Socrates was never to challenge, change policies or promote political
positions. Socrates and its developers assumed that the system would be used in the best
interest of the country. On the other hand Socrates’ inherent ability to vividly expose the
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flaws, gaps and obstacles to competitiveness may indirectly link to official policy. We
cannot avoid this if we truly want a system to make us succeed competitively. The
exposure of obstacles to competitiveness, regardless of the source, is critical to support
wise decision-making that we must assume will follow exposure of these obstacles.
Below are examples of uncoordinated and fragmented US government industrial policy.
Note that many will not agree with some of these industrial policy elements as being
either “pro-business” or “anti-business,” but Socrates is a tool to support whatever the
elected government officials and their agencies legislate and regulate.
Here are examples of some of the most obvious components of industrial policy in place
in the US system:
Research and Development
R&D is one of the most used tools of US industrial policy. Even though the US private
sector is by some estimates the greatest investor in R&D, US government industrial
policy extends its tentacles into R&D initiatives going past traditional funding to
influence business decisions through R&D related tax policy, export control, the EPA,
the Food and Drug Administration and others depending on the industry. Some of these
government controls of business are reasonable and helpful, and some are not so good
competitively, but all are first and foremost politically driven industrial policy.
Census Bureau figures for 2008 (most recent, as of this writing, from Census Bureau
website) show over $36 billion (36,360,000,000) in US government funding for industrial
research and development (R&D) to these industries:
•

Petroleum and coal

•

Chemicals
•

•

Pharmaceuticals and medicine

Computer and electronics
•

Navigational, measuring, electro medical and control instruments

•

Electrical equipment, appliances and components

•

Motor vehicles, trailers and parts

•

Aerospace products and parts

•

Professional, scientific and technical services
•

Computer systems design and related services

•

Scientific R&D services
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If we, for a moment, accept the traditional Washington definition of industrial policy,
picking winners and losers, does the government funding of R&D for these specific
industries not fall into that definition? How can this be explained?
Overall US government spending on R&D in 2008 had grown to $103 billion
(103,709,000,000) from the Reagan and Bush years.5 For the years leading to the George
H. W. Bush administration and during his term, R&D expenditures by US government
were as follows6:
1987 – 58,609,000,000
1988 – 60,131,000,000
1989 – 60,406,000,000
1990 – 61,610,000 000
1991 – 60,783,000,000
1992 – 60,915,000,000
The trend in government spending on R&D before and during the Bush administration
virtually remained unchanged. The conclusion is that the George H. W. Bush
administration supported R&D industrial policy.
The purpose here is not to analyze a political position about whether US tax payers
should be supporting industry with R&D funding. The point is that the US government
does, in fact engage heavily in industrial policy through R&D funding. The motives for
this type of industrial policy are irrelevant for our purposes, but this is an example of
ongoing industrial policy the Bush administration enforced.
That said; the Bush administration went to great lengths to stop what they erroneously
considered industrial policy in the labeling of Project Socrates. During the Reagan
administration, the US used Project Socrates in a joint government-private sector project
involving R&D to develop high-definition television. This joint R&D project overlapped
into the Bush administration. The Bush administration chose to defund the US sponsored
high-definition television project and instead outsourced it to Japan, even though it was
considered important military technology. As we know now, this act by the Bush
administration enabled Japan to dominate the high-definition television industry, which
America, through Socrates, was poised to do.

5

US Census Bureau, Research and Development (R&D) Expenditures by Source and
Objective, US Census Bureau Table 799, September 30. 2011.
6
Ibid
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The seemingly special treatment toward Japan over our own US industry by the Bush
administration spoiled our opportunity to take back the TV industry. This event combined
with the Jim Keenan Pace Industries debacle discussed above gives the appearance of a
developing pattern in the Bush administration in favor of Japan at the expense of US
economic and national defense security. That in itself is industrial policy in a perverse
way.
A New York Times article in April 1990 authored by Tom Wicker gave this account:
The Pentagon has leaked the idea of cutting by two-thirds the funds intended for
research into high-definition television. The result would be to make the U.S.
armed forces dependent on foreign suppliers like Japan for an important military
technology, while also damaging the hard-pressed U.S. electronics industry.
The proposal to cut HDTV research funds comes in the teeth, moreover, of a
report by a high-powered Pentagon advisory panel of businessmen, academics
and labor leaders. The panel's report calls for a vast increase in funding for
HDTV, on grounds that the alternative is ''unacceptably high levels of risk to our
national security.'' Increased investment also is necessary, the report's authors
argue, to keep U.S. computer and semiconductor industries competitive.
But the Administration's one hand apparently does not know what its other hand
is doing. The proposed cut in HDTV funds - $20 million out of $30 million would be used to ''study'' how to reform Pentagon purchasing procedures, and to
provide foreign aid for Panama and Nicaragua.
Not just budgetary but ideological considerations apparently are at work here.
Richard Darman, the director of the Office of Management and Budget, and
Michael Boskin, the chairman of the President's Council of Economic Advisers,
are reported to be opposed to Pentagon research that would reinforce
commercial research and development in the U.S. Why? They think providing
such funds smacks of ''industrial policy.''
What rot! For years the Government touted the space program and various
military projects for their ultimate commercial applications. Now the Bush
Administration finds it ideologically distasteful to give strong backing to HDTV,
despite its valuable military potential.7

7

Tom Wicker, A Tale of Two Priorities, New York Times In the Nation section, April 9,
1990.
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Because US industrial policy is left ambiguous, undefined or misdefined and fragmented,
it is the tool of selective politically motivated decisions that chip away at our ability to
compete from inside.
IRS Tax Code
The massive IRS tax code guides business investments and other activities through
incentives and penalties representing another government tool for executing industrial
policy.
Guided by the US grand technology strategy, had Reagan’s plan for Socrates been
executed, the IRS would access the grand technology strategy using Socrates planning
and execution tools to accurately manage tax code in support of US social, economic and
political objectives. In coordination with the other components of US industrial policy
such as R&D, subsidies and trade policy, the impact of IRS incentives and penalties
would be a force multiplier for efficient use of tax revenue. In the process, the US would
systematically execute IRS incentives and penalties to enhance US competitiveness
impacting economic growth, job creation, trade policy and national defense.
Instead, the absence of Socrates to provide a clear view of the best use of taxpayer funds,
our politically driven process for allocating tax revenues is inefficient and obviously not
effective in addressing the needs of our country without massive borrowing.
But again, it is not the purpose of this writing to evaluate IRS industrial policy but the de
facto industrial policy supported by IRS tax code would be made significantly more
effective with Socrates.
Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac and FHA
Through these quasi-government agencies, federal government industrial policy
encourages or discourages investments in the housing market. It is generally held that the
trigger for the 2008 economic crisis was the policies of government executed through
Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac. Some experts warn now that we are potentially creating
another housing bubble through those same policies and practices, only this time FHA
has joined the mix.
Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac policies encouraged massive overinvestment in the
construction and renovation of single-family dwellings resulting in a "bubble," of
artificially created growth, leading to the eventual collapse of the housing market. This
was political ideology driven industrial policy.
The US could have avoided the collapse if Socrates had been the foundation for
executing government's industrial policy in the housing industry. By using Socrates as the
foundation for policy execution, whether or not you agree with it, a natural shift in the
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planning process to a technology basis from financial would have occurred. The shift to
technology-based planning via System Socrates would have clearly exposed the financial
vulnerability of the government’s strategy.
In Socrates terms, the government’s politically driven, finance-based initiative was a
weak “frontal offensive” 8 executed without sufficient resources and therefore destined
for failure from the beginning. This flawed strategy would have been glaringly obvious
when viewed from a technologyspace map.
Operating from technology-based planning a technology strategy via Socrates would
have also exposed the full range of all resources required to actually lower home
ownership costs from construction through purchase and occupancy. With the logical
technology-basis guiding the planning process the costs of building, occupying, operating,
maintaining and disposing of a home would be minimized and housing quality improved.
In the process resources would be efficiently utilized enabling people in lower income
brackets to legitimately afford, purchase, operate, maintain and dispose of homes.
Socrates would not have changed the policy or the implementation process but would
have vividly shown the fallacies and potential consequences of conducting a frontal
offensive without sufficient resources. In addition, Socrates would have exposed
alternatives and provided the opportunity to correct the strategy before it became a
disaster.
The financial crisis could have been avoided and in the process, US construction
companies would have also benefited either way. This in turn would have increased or
sustained tax revenue levels for government, created jobs and fueled general economic
activity.
Financial Regulation
Six government bodies regulate US financial markets that inadvertently carry out US
industrial policy by regulating the flow and availability of capital. The word
“inadvertently” is used here, as it is assumed that these six agencies, as an integral part of
government, follow the accepted Washington definition and position that the US
government does not practice industrial policy even though their actions prove otherwise.

8

The government executed a “frontal offensive” on home ownership through Freddie
Mac and Fanny Mae. The objective was to expand home ownership to financially
constrained buyers. Frontal offensives are battles of attrition. If you have required
resources, you win, If not, you lose. By artificially lowering the entry point the
government policy encouraged buyers who were resource constrained to engage without
the required resources to sustain causing the offensive to collapse.
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The six regulatory bodies include the Federal Reserve System, Department of Treasury,
Security and Exchange Commission, Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation,
Commodities Futures Trading Commission and National Credit Union Administration.
The Federal Reserve for example, had three original Congress-mandated objectives:
•

Maximize employment

•

Maintain stable prices

•

Moderate long-term interest rates

Certainly achievement of these objectives requires competitive advantage. There is no
way our country can maximize employment, maintain stable prices and moderate longterm interest rates without consistently winning in the world marketplace. But there are
those, as we have seen, at the highest levels that deny the government’s role in creating
and sustaining competitive advantage.
Socrates provides the foundation for carrying out those three mandates as achievement of
each is dictated by the level at which we are able to compete.
To the detriment of its global competitiveness, the US is perhaps the only major country
that has not formally defined its industrial policy which although, does exist. The other
countries of the world openly define, manage and apply industrial policy to support their
social, economic and political goals. Industrial policy in these countries is purposefully
integrated with economic/financial policy to enhance competitiveness.
The reason for this conundrum is in the naïve definition our leaders cling to of industrial
policy. Since we define industrial policy as “picking winners and losers” and will not
waver from that definition, we refuse to address it.
But properly understood, industrial policy can be a positive lever for government and
industry when accurately defined and applied. When left unacknowledged, while it
naturally continues to develop and evolve through disconnected political wrangling, US
industrial policy is a catastrophe disrupting our ability to compete.
The major advantage for countries that acknowledge their industrial policy is that their
industrial policies, however defined, are manageable. Ours is not manageable because we
do not acknowledge it and therefore we do not define it. Because these countries
purposely define and manage their industrial policies, they can apply their industrial
policies efficiently and coordinate them across all economic, social and political sectors
for competitive advantage.
As a result, these countries are in a better position to execute their technology strategies
for competitive advantage through technology-based monetary maneuvers for economic
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growth, national security and trade policy. This capability of other countries in the world
marketplace impacts US near-, mid- and long-term competitiveness and economic health.
In the meantime, our financial regulatory bodies continue to conduct various levels of
industrial policy to carry out objectives such as those listed above: maximizing
employment, maintaining stable prices and moderating long-term interest rates. These
objectives and the processes to address them involve private industry yet are denied as
being industrial policy and therefore not coordinated in the most effective way.
Socrates was specifically designed to be the foundation for all planning. Socrates enabled
regulatory bodies that would coordinate strategies at three levels: first among the
regulatory bodies themselves, second among all parties to a grand US strategy and third
within the financial markets and the individual organizations that make-up the financial
markets. Nothing in policy would change except executors of policy would have Socrates
tools to guide accurate, coordinated and targeted decision-making. Decision-making at
each level would be coordinated from one level to the next as well as across levels to
most effectively execute the actions of all financial regulatory bodies in support of US
technology strategies for competitive advantage.
At the retail level for example, US banks that also have developed and executed
individual technology-based strategies, using Socrates tools, would have access to the
combined regulatory bodies’ coordinated strategies as well as the grand US strategy.
These voluntarily coordinated strategies would significantly increase the certainty of
investment success throughout the pipeline, lowering risks, decreasing interest rates and
increasing return across the entire US financial system. Again, government tax revenues
would increase with increased success in economic activity to sustain overall economic
health.
Currently the strategies used among these agencies are rooted in creative financial shell
games and political wrangling while we are losing competitively. Not using our six
regulatory bodies for competitive advantage is a lost opportunity. A shift to coordinated
technology-based planning would improve our competitiveness and simultaneously
provide a sound basis for efficient use of financial resources.
Subsidies
Subsidies are not only industrial policy but are the exact kind that US policy makers
declare as being taboo; “picking winners and losers,” while hypocritically accepting and
supporting them.
Some of the biggest receivers of industry subsidies are energy, agriculture and
transportation. Subsidies carry out US industrial policy, are certainly intended to advance
competitiveness and significantly impact the efficiency of resource allocation. But US
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industrial policy for subsidies is fragmented; politically driven and finance-based
reducing expected competitive effectiveness of these subsidies. Subsidies are granted at
the federal, state and municipal levels.
The New York Times, on December 1, 2012, published results of an internal study on
state subsidies and found that local governments pay over $80 billion through incentives
each year from approximately 1,900 programs. The Times also identified forty-eight
companies that have received more than $100 million in state grants since 2007. Some
5,000 other companies have received more than $1 million in recent years. Yet our
leaders make embarrassing statements about other countries like China for their industry
subsidies claiming they are unfair.
As a reminder the purpose is not to address the wisdom or practicality of government
subsidies. Rather the purpose here is to point out that subsidies do exist, that they
represent US industrial policy and to show that the use of Socrates tools would make best
use of subsidy policy whatever it is. Also keep in mind that the underlying purpose of
subsidies is to create and sustain competitive advantage without which domestic industry
would presumably be at a disadvantage. However, absent of the ability to track and
manage these programs through a formal and defined industrial policy, they are subject to
political maneuvering and gross missteps.
Socrates provides three levels of support for subsidy industrial policy. On one level, the
Socrates system provides the foundation planning tools. Entities that provide subsidies
such as Department of Energy, Department of Agriculture or a state like New York
would access Socrates tools to develop a technology strategy for competitive advantage.
All relevant US organizations in industry, academia, research, capital markets and other
government agencies would have access to the subsidizing agencies’ strategies for
coordination of their individual operational planning. Socrates tools would enable these
organizations to evaluate all opportunities against their individual portfolios and against
those of all other potential players for the most effective use of subsidy resources.
On level two, Socrates enables the authorizing entity of the subsidy (state or federal
government agency for example) and other cooperating research organizations to execute
and manage the technology/competitive strategy to ensure success. Agency users could
determine with high probably which potential opportunities represent the best
investments in subsidies. Then Socrates would be used to carry out the research,
development and commercialization in each venture with high probability of success.
The above example may be considered “picking winners and losers,” but Socrates is not
doing it. Socrates is simply making the process, which already exists, effective, efficient
and de-politicized. In fact, we know that US government agencies routinely “pick
winners and losers” but the current process is close to if not exactly 100% political.
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Socrates is a tool for carrying out competitive strategies and making fact-based decisions
with a high probability of success. With Socrates as the planning tool for all subsidies and
grants, financial losses in these subsidies and grants would be avoided in such green
ventures like Solyndra, Compact Power, ECOtality and the other thirty or forty such
failed initiatives that occurred over the 2010 to 2013 period.
On level three, Socrates provides a global view of all competition and opportunities. This
view helps shift the focus of competition outward where it should be rather than the
traditional internal focus of US state-on-state and city-on-city competition. While our
states and cities are preoccupied with enticing businesses from one state or city to another,
our competitors are ravaging us globally. Socrates would provide a symbiotic approach to
competition focused outwardly with states and cities voluntarily cooperating with federal
government, industry, academia and capital markets to exploit global opportunities
against all international competitors without changing policy on subsidies.
A parting example from this section that illustrates the wide use, political nature and
obfuscation of subsidies as industrial policy is from an article in The Wall Street Journal,
February 23, 2013:
About $1.5 billion in tax credits and exemptions, grants, waived fees and other
financial inducements went to the film industry in 2010, according to data
analyzed by the Center on Budget and Policy Priorities. Politicians like to offer
this largess because they get photo-ops with celebrities, but the economic payoff
is minuscule. George Mason University's Adam Thierer has called this "a
growing cronyism fiasco" and noted that the number of states involved
skyrocketed to 45 in 2009 from five in 2002.
In its 2012 study "State Film Studies: Not Much Bang For Too Many Bucks," the
Center on Budget and Policy Priorities found that film-related jobs tend to go to
out-of-staters who jet in, then leave. "The revenue generated by economic activity
induced by film subsidies," the study notes, "falls far short of the subsidies' direct
costs to the state. To balance its budget, the state must therefore cut spending or
raise revenues elsewhere, dampening the subsidies' positive economic impact.9
Trade Agreements
The potential for trade agreements to positively impact the competitiveness of US
industry is immense. However, like all US industrial policy, the very purpose of US trade
agreements seems unclear and misleading. On the one hand politicians argue that free9

Glenn Harlan Reynolds, The Hollywood Tax Story They Won't Tell at the Oscars, Wall
Street Journal, February 23, 2013.
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trade agreements (FTAs) will balance or provide a trade surplus for our country, leading
us to believe that achieving balance or a surplus is the purpose of the negotiations.
But when we see the actual FTAs that are finally approved and in place, it is not about
free trade as much as it is about tariff schedules and peripheral factors such as labor, the
environment or human rights. These so called FTAs are filled with more conditions and
stipulations on trade than they are about free trade and certainly not about opening US
producers to exercising a competitive advantage. One result of this is the distraction of
ongoing political bickering about the concept of free trade where one side uses FTAs as
conclusive examples that free trade, as a concept, does not work at all.
Then there are the trade agreements, again labeled FTA, that look more like the purpose
was to provide an economic benefit for a trading partner to create a better political
position for the US in that region. In this case, our trade policies appear to be more about
buying regional political support than about opening up trade that will benefit both
partners economically. Either way the negotiations from our side have nothing to do with
competitiveness. And our root problem is still a lack of ability to compete.
From Forbes an article by Tim Worstall exposes the obvious confusion around FTAs
commenting specifically on the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP).
His solution in the last sentence of the excerpt below, “simply apply the basic logic of
free trade and declare unilateral free trade,” may sound radical, but think about it.
There’s much agonising amongst the Very Serious People who pay attention to
such things about the negotiations for the United States/European Union free
trade deal (Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership, TTIP, as it is
formally known). It’s going to be very difficult to negotiate and it’s entirely
possible that one or more of the sticking points will lead to it never being
concluded. There is a much simpler way to do it though: simply apply the basic
logic of free trade and declare unilateral free trade.10
From the same article Tim Worstall refers to a commentary from the Wall Street Journal.
The excerpt says:
All free-trade deals require politically sensitive trade-offs—and the TTIP is more
sensitive than most given the likely focus on non-tariff barriers such as
employment, environmental and consumer rules. But despite the reservoirs of
political capital already invested in the TTIP, two areas are proving particularly
problematic: a French attempt to exclude audiovisual services such as film and
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10, 2013
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TV from the negotiations and a possible U.S. attempt to exclude regulation of
financial services.11
The US trade agreements component of its industrial policy is confusing. On the one
hand, the so-called FTAs are not free trade agreements at all, and in addition to having
“conditions” that protect certain industries on both sides, these FTAs contain what the
Wall Street Journal refers to as “politically sensitive trade-offs,” adding to the
complexity.
The statement by Tim Warstall in his article recommending unilateral free trade by the
US may make sense if our overall industrial policy is actually for free markets. He goes
on to attempt to justify his remarks by saying that trade agreements are all about imports
not exports inferring that the intent of the trade agreements should be primarily to bring
goods into our country that our consumers want and need. If these imported goods are
better values, it serves our citizens. As a side note try to factor into this argument Buy
America campaigns, which I will discuss later.
Clyde Prestowitz, based in Washington, has for decades provided research and advice on
foreign policy issues. As a respected voice and long-time friend of Sekora, his opinions
appear in this book several times. In a recent commentary published in Foreign Policy,
June 25, 2013, Mr. Prestowitz describes our approach to trade policy succinctly and
accurately12:
I have heard every new USTR (US Trade Representative) since Christian Herter
(the first USTR in 1962) say virtually the same thing upon being appointed and
confirmed. I mean it's a mantra. They have all repeated it almost word for word.
If they had all acted upon their statements, there would be no barriers today and
really no need for Froman (the recently appointed USTR), as worthy as he may
be. But they didn't mean it and neither does Froman.
Clyde Prestowitz explains how all USTRs have consistently positioned our trade policy
in almost the same way, but in practice it is much different than presented by any US
Trade Representative. USTR Fromen states in his initial speech:
Trade must promote economic growth, create jobs and strengthen the middle
class. As USTR, I intend to use every tool to increase exports of Made-in-America
goods and services, level the playing field for our people to compete and win in
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the global economy and fully enforce our trade rights, while also working to
foster development through trade.
Mr. Prestowitz closes by summing up US trade policy in a nutshell:
It's that U.S. trade policy is an afterthought. It is the handmaiden of the Great
Game of GeoPolitics, and so long as this is so, USTRs will continue mouthing the
familiar mantra without meaning a word of it.
This reopens the questions triggered by Tim Warstall’s comment on unilateral free trade.
What is actually the purpose of our trade agreements? Should trade agreements be to
“balance trade” or provide the best products and services available in the world for our
citizens? Actually both are desired and not necessarily mutually exclusive. Certainly, we
would make exceptions for national security but, for consumer goods, why not open the
door to authentic free trade and simultaneously doing what is necessary to become the
most competitive producers in the world? This is what surviving, living and advancing in
the world is about, is it not? We can actually have all three; balanced trade, best products
and services for our citizens and all the products and services we choose to have made in
American?
But realistically, under the current conventional practices, opening the door to authentic
free trade also reopens the issue of US competitiveness. Based on what has transpired in
US industry over the past fifty or sixty years, we cannot compete at home as well as
abroad. That means that by completely opening up to authentic free trade, we can expect
to see an even greater flood of foreign products into our country. This would further
negatively impact employment and overall economic health, unless of course we were
able to effectively compete.
In lieu of ability to compete, our leaders suggest tariffs and call for value added taxes
(VATs). These traditional solutions of weak competitors are designed to protect US
producers from cheaper imports of like value. But there is an even greater consequence of
protectionist policies generated from finance-based decision-making. The real downside
of protective maneuvers such as tariffs and VATs is that our citizens must then pay more
for things they want, need and can obtain from imports. The tariff and VAT solution is
actually a combination of subsidies paid for through higher taxes on consumers.
There is a long-term downside to “propping up” domestic producers in lieu of making
them competitive. In the perceived well-intended process we inadvertently train US
producers to be less competitive, as we reward their inability to compete, through these
subsidies, higher prices and in effect additional taxes on US citizens. It is another
symptom of the downward spiral.
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Our problem is inability to compete. The solution is Socrates automated technologybased planning specifically developed to address competitiveness. Through countrywide
implementation of Socrates, as President Reagan envisioned, we would eliminate the
competitiveness aspects of the problem by providing the process and tools for US
industry to achieve and sustain competitive advantage in our domestic market. We would
retake dominance of our domestic market and then expand outward to foreign markets in
reverse order of our major competitors like China, Japan and South Korea. Historically
these competitors all but ignored their domestic markets to establish a foothold in the US
consumer market, which in turn fuels their technology-based integrated
industrial/economic policies.
US consumers though remain the target and prize of all other countries at least for the
time being until US jobs decline even further resulting in fewer paychecks of smaller
amounts to purchase goods. The economic growth of these foreign competitors depends
on exploitation of the US market, which at least partly through confused industrial policy
and the shift to finance-based planning, we have surrendered to them.
With the root problem of competitiveness solved through the implementation of Socrates,
we can then isolate our financially oriented market level issues like trade imbalance and
deal with them properly. But first we must have the ability to effectively compete, or
nothing addressed in the financial arena and marketplace like tariffs and non-tariff
barriers, currency manipulation and so-called, illegal subsidies will be sustainable.
Assuming the re-establishment of strong US producers in the domestic marketplace, our
businesses would then be in the position to turn up the pressure on global markets with
goods and services that far excel in ability to satisfy customer needs.
From this position of competitive strength, negotiators would take on the financial and
market issues like tariffs, non-tariff barriers, currency manipulation and illegal subsidies
that have for so long, preoccupied US leadership so that we have not properly addressed
the real problem, competitiveness.
Alan Tonelson, a Research Fellow at United States Business and Industry Council
(USBIC), is an economist and advocate for US competitiveness. Mr. Tonelson is a
frequent critic of US trade policy and stresses the need for reform. In one of his recent
commentaries he wrote:
“The U.S. merchandise deficit with China grew much faster in January than the
non-oil U.S. merchandise deficit (13.63 percent versus 0.42 percent). And even
though the Chinese economy is still growing much faster than America’s, U.S.
goods exports to the PRC actually fell in absolute terms by 9.60 percent – the
third straight monthly drop.
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The Korea-U.S. Free Trade Agreement (KORUS) went into effect last March, but
the U.S. trade performance with South Korea has been even worse. The U.S.
goods deficit with Korea skyrocketed by 83 percent in January, with U.S. goods
exports declining by 8.60 percent and imports increasing by 14.06%. Since the
deal went into effect, the U.S. merchandise deficit with Korea has soared by more
than 275 percent on a monthly basis, from $551 million to $2.079 billion. U.S.
goods exports are down more than 25 percent while merchandise imports have
risen by 9.50 percent.
The U.S. trade shortfall with Japan – which the President wants to add to the
Trans-Pacific Partnership, and the target of intensive U.S. trade diplomacy in the
1980s and 1990s – worsened by 5.22% in January, with U.S. exports decreasing
much more than U.S. imports.
These results strongly indicate that Washington has no knowledge of how to
either (a) dismantle the formidable web of tariff and non-tariff barriers that have
impeded U.S. exports to the Asia-Pacific region for decades, or (b) respond
effectively to the currency manipulation, illegal subsidies, and other predatory
trade practices that have artificially increased Asian exports to the United States
for so long.13
Since the purpose and agenda of US trade negotiators is based on the wrong foundation,
financial-oriented economics and political positioning, we are losing as Alan Tonelson’s
article illustrates. To our competitors it is an economic war to be fought in the
technologyspace for competitive advantage, which will determine the winner. The most
important battleground remains the US domestic marketplace.
China knows it cannot survive on its own without total access to worldwide technology.
From a recent New York Times article:
The authors of the new book, “Chinese Industrial Espionage,” say that
technology transfer is an official policy at all levels of the Communist Party and
the state. It often takes place in a legal gray area, since laws governing
technology transfer can be vague or nonexistent. The authors warn that the
United States and other nations need to acknowledge the extent of the Chinese
campaign, which they say far exceeds those of other countries and threatens
American competitiveness.14
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Critics of US trade policy are understandably fed up with America’s approach. But
coming from a society based in financial, market-focused planning and decision-making,
even the critics continue with isolated solutions concocted at the market level. Our
trading partners though, like China, Japan, Germany and South Korea as examples,
negotiate from a completely different context. These negotiators follow well-planned
worldwide technology acquisition strategies that enable them to maneuver for
competitive advantage while dealing from positions of strength in every negotiation. So
while US negotiators deal from a financial or political positioning foundation, our
potential trading partners are aggressively seeking to create and/or sustain competitive
advantage by strengthening ongoing execution of their worldwide technology strategies.
As a result, they sustain competitive advantage enabling them to succeed in all marketbased and financial measures, e.g., exports, economic growth, job creation and even
desired political positioning.
Figure 4 is a graphic based on a Forbes.com posting by Jon Bruner, 17 August 2010
entitled Interactive: China Widens its Reach.15
The graphic illustrates China’s coordinated technology strategy acquisitions supporting a
sophisticated technology strategy for competitive advantage.

15
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Figure 4: China’s global acquisitions
Socrates was designed to enable our trade negotiators to prepare and negotiate from a
position of strength with potential trading partners like China, Japan, Germany and South
Korea. For example, accessing Socrates system and tools, US trade negotiators would
have seen the detailed contents of each of these bubbles in Figure 4 in the development
stage well before any of them became reality. By providing a total view of the negotiating
landscape in detail, the specific maneuvering of China and therefore the needed counter
maneuvers by US negotiators would be very clear. Without Socrates our negotiators are
blind and appear unintelligent.
Socrates tools guide decision-making and planning in advance, during and after
negotiations. From this perspective planning and execution of trade agreements that
carryout a coherent competitive strategy can be achieved with precision through a series
of planned maneuvers. These maneuvers systematically acquire and utilize combined
global resources from all existing or future alliances in the most effective way. Socrates
tools then are the most effective basis for planning and negotiating agreements for
balancing trade, establishing or shoring up political positions in strategic regions and
maneuvering for national defense.
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The obviously frustrated CEO of the Coalition for a Prosperous America (CPA), Michael
Stumo, recently penned the following in the CPA’s daily Trade Reform Update to
illustrate the failed practices of our trade negotiators16:
It’s (US trade negotiations) a special interest grab-bag process. Not a national
strategy for becoming a successful producing and trading nation.
I have personal experience with this brain dead policy dynamic. CPA sets up
meetings with trade negotiators at the Office of the U.S. Trade
Representative. Or the State Department. Or the Commerce Department. (They
all send people to trade talks and have a role). Or even the International Trade
Commission.
Here’s how the meetings go… in summary form:
CPA: The trade deficit is bad. It is drastically shrinking GDP this year and over
time. It should be a national priority to fix. How can we get a comprehensive
plan to balance trade, neutralize foreign cheating, produce more of what we
consume and thus grow our economy?
Government Agency: That’s really interesting. Do you have any specific
concerns with any particular tariff lines or any particular non-tariff barriers for
any particular industry?
CPA: No. We aren’t representing a particular industry. Indeed with (we) think
a discussion exclusively centered on small-bore issues like particularized tariff
levels is part of our U.S. problem of getting economically whooped in trade
agreement results.
Government Agency: Hmm. Well, that’s what we deal with. Specific industry
requests. We don’t deal with a national strategy.
CPA: Are you aware of whether your agency or the government has a national
trade and production strategy to guide your trade negotiation work?
Government Agency: No, we’re not aware of any strategy. That would be
interesting to have. Are you sure you don’t have any specific requests about
needs for any of your industry members?
He continues:
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That’s the dynamic. That’s why trade agreements are not conducted in the
national interest, but for the special interests. It is the job description of
government negotiators to find out what special interests want and then try to get
as much as they can. But they keep it secret from the public. And most of
Congress, for fear that we’d reject what they’re doing.
The government negotiators offer rhetorical bromides disguised as a strategy, like
“expanding exports” and “plugging U.S. companies into global supply
chains.” But we know that “expanding exports” really means “don’t talk about
flood of imports from foreign mercantilism.”
In summary, the US does have industrial policy and it carries out this policy, although
from the wrong basis, in trade agreements. The government denies that US industrial
policy exists, but it does exist in an undefined, ambiguous, fragmented and politically
driven state. This condition seems to be preserved to provide maximum “wiggle room”
for any political position, and it negatively impacts our ability to effectively compete in
the global marketplace.
To conclude this section, here is an example of US industrial policy at work in trade
negotiations provided by The Heritage Foundation Morning Bell, February 11, 2013:
To export natural gas, companies have to gain approval from two federal
agencies and their state. Thus far, the Department of Energy (DoE) has granted
only one permit out of 17 applications to countries with which the U.S. does not
have a free trade agreement.17
Problem 4 – US industrial policy is ambiguous, uncoordinated and inefficient
Ironically, the stated desire to completely disassociate with the concept of industrial
policy to preserve the spirit of free markets and free trade has led to just the opposite.
Because our industrial policy is a fragmented mishmash of politically motivated laws and
regulations, it is generally counter-productive in preserving free markets and free trade,
making us less competitive. As illustrated in the previous section, we cannot survive with
an open US domestic market without the ability to dominate competitively.
The termination of Project Socrates is an example of how Washington protects its defacto industrial policy while ever expanding it through an array of uncoordinated laws
and regulations in lieu of the ability to compete.
Our out-of-control de-facto industrial policy leads to ridiculousness like this from the
Heritage Foundation Morning Bell February 8, 2013, by Matthew Spalding.
17
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The next time a cashier asks, paper or plastic? think of Abbie Schoenwetter. He
spent more than six years in federal confinement for shipping lobster in plastic
instead of cardboard.
There's no American law against doing so. But thanks to a vague, overly broad,
and otherwise unjust federal criminal law, the U.S. government claimed it was
upholding a Honduran regulation.
Abbie Schoenwetter's business, health, and family life (he has a wife and three
kids) were wiped out because unreasonable federal prosecutors used an unjust
law to target Abbie and a Honduran fisherman from whom Abbie purchased his
seafood.
He's finally free now. But he notes that "The worst thing anybody can do to you is
take away your freedom.18
A commentary from Manufacturing and Technology News illustrates the continued
fragmented, politically driven thinking of Washington on US industrial policy. An
excerpt from the commentary by Richard McCormack states:
The U.S. Senate might be more open this year to legislation aimed at improving
U.S. manufacturing and reducing the U.S. trade deficit. A number of new senators
and those reelected to the chamber ran campaigns that focused on bringing
manufacturing back to the United States.19
The US campaign for manufacturing is poised to be another misguided, politicized and
confused industrial policy grope in a string spanning decades. Our problem, as stated, is
not about manufacturing; it is about competitiveness. Decline in US manufacturing is
only symptomatic of our inability to compete and is not the root cause.
Current manufacturing campaigns by the US are carried out in the manufacturing or
production silo two levels above where competition actually takes place, is won or lost,
and where our competitors are operating with great success – the technologyspace.
Next, the McCormack article points out once again our Washington leadership’s
tendency to convert everything to politics.
One of the chamber's (Senate) new members, Chris Murphy (D-Conn.), says
supporting American manufacturing in his campaign had "political potency…
18
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Senator Murphy goes on to say,
…backing a strong domestic manufacturing agenda is a good political strategy
for Democrats.20
Note the rush to the political side. It’s all about winning votes, not solving the country’s
competitive problem. Supporting the popular trick of the month, manufacturing, will
garner votes.
The manufacturing function has been hyped as the next solution for America in a stream
of failed initiatives that inevitably become political footballs in US industrial policy.
Again, none of these hyped initiatives effectively address competitiveness, which is the
real issue for our country.
The simple fact is that to re-ignite manufacturing in the US, we must first become
competitive. Second, it is much more than manufacturing. It is services, transportation,
communication, storing, providing a skilled and educated workforce and lowering risk in
capital markets. The list goes on for sustaining a sound economy. Everything is
dependent upon competitiveness and competitiveness is advanced and secured through
superior acquisition and utilization of technology. That is a technology strategy.
The article further quotes Senator Murphy commenting on another current fad that has
political legs but is counter-productive to achieving competitiveness – Buy American.
Murphy, the youngest member of the Senate at age 39, says he intends to be a
leader on issues related to "Buy American" acquisition laws…21
The Buy American campaign will probably make good political hype, but is not only
shortsighted; it is also dangerous, as it will further undermine US competitiveness. The
assumed purpose of such a campaign is to increase purchases by American citizens and
government of US made goods and services, thereby stimulating economic activity with
the objective of growing the economy and creating jobs.
The fallacy of the Buy American campaign is that the reason US consumers, public and
private, do not buy American in the first place is that there are better perceived values in
some foreign products and services. To artificially prop-up US-made goods and services
only rewards and promotes inferiority and ineffectiveness of US producers, further
incentivizing them to deliver non-competitive products and services. The more we propup ineffectiveness, the less competitive we become, and the spiral continues downward.
As this occurs, we become less and less competitive in the world marketplace as well as
in our own domestic market, economic growth is stymied and we continue to lose jobs.
20
21
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Buy American not only distorts the free market concept in general but also confusingly
ignores that this free market concept being distorted is a major pillar in traditional US
industrial policy (which Washington denies exists). This is a convoluted mess.
Here is another illustration of the disconnected thinking of our leaders on competitiveness,
strategy, and technology while executing US de-facto industrial policy.
Sekora was an expert witness in Senate hearings on Japan’s alleged stealing of US
technology. A Senator asked Sekora to explain how the Japanese acquire our technology
so effectively. In describing one method Japan used to acquire our technology, Sekora
provided the following example:
“The US government funds university research programs to create technology
that addresses certain issues deemed for the public good. The resultant
technology would then be commercialized and purchased or licensed to private
sector organizations for the development of products and services.
A typical government research grant would, for example, commit a million
dollars per year for ten years. But government grants typically have stipulations
such as performance gates that can be used to adjust the funding downward or
upward if certain performance is not met or exceeded. It is not uncommon then
for the amount of the annualized grant to be changed.
In his example, Sekora explained how at the end of the eighth year the annualized
grant amount of one million per year was cut by one hundred thousand per year
and would remained that way through the ninth and tenth years. So instead of
funding of ten million dollars for ten years the university research team learns,
with two years left, that the total funding will be nine million eight hundred
thousand dollars; a two hundred thousand dollar budget shortfall.
Since Japan has a very sophisticated technology-based planning system that
monitors worldwide technology, they are immediately aware of this short fall and
seize the opportunity. A representative of Japan contacts the US university
research team and offers to pick up the shortfall in exchange for access to the
technology once it is delivered. The university readily agrees and Japanese firms
acquire the same technology as US firms for two hundred thousand dollars vs.
nine million eight hundred thousand dollars invested by US taxpayers.
The Senator shot back that he would immediately introduce legislation requiring
a minimum investment of twenty-five percent in the cost of research for access to
any resultant technology.”
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Steeped in US conventional short-term, finance-based thinking it was not a matter of
competitiveness to the Senator but short-term gain by selling access to the technology for
twenty-five percent of its total cost. Meanwhile, the legislation negates any potential US
competitive advantage and long-term profits of billions of dollars, new jobs and industry
growth. And US taxpayers are still the major investor in these R&D projects. This is an
example of how leadership in the US works and it defies everything most of us have ever
learned about leadership.
These examples of US industrial policy absurdities could go on for much longer, but here
is one final example of US industrial policy out of control and how it can be used for just
about any political agenda without regard to competitiveness.
The current administration has announced that it will begin tightening regulations on
background checks through the policing agency, Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission. US private organizations, mainly targeted in industry, are going to be
monitored for their practice of background checks that are used to exempt certain
candidates with criminal records from employment. The regulation specifically cited
nuclear power plant security personnel for elimination of background checks that would
exempt applicants from employment on the basis of their criminal records. Regardless of
your political position on this, it is a government agency engaging in setting and
regulating industrial policy, and it has nothing to do with improving our competitiveness.
The point is that we already have industrial policy, and since industrial policy is
inevitable, why not acknowledge, define and manage it for the good of the country,
specifically improved competitiveness?
Conclusions on US Industrial Policy
Just about every agency haphazardly carries out US Industrial policy. The challenge to
organize and structure existing industrial policy in the US is first to resolve the inaccurate
definition of industrial policy, and then to get past the denial that we even have industrial
policy before we can identify where it is, what its function is and how it impacts US
competitiveness.
In addition to the above scenarios in which industrial policy is carried out but not
acknowledged, Health and Human Services, Bureau of Land Management, EPA, EEOC
and NLRB are only a few government agencies that carry out US industrial policy in
their agency silos. For example, Health and Human Services administers national
healthcare that is said to account for fifteen to seventeen percent of our economy.
National healthcare legislation mandates and regulates industry healthcare plans for
employees, which was originally an optional benefit organizations used for competitive
advantage in hiring and retention. Insurance companies, medical services and individuals
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are also subject to government mandates as part of US industrial policy covering national
healthcare.
The Department of Commerce has extensive industrial policy power according to Clyde
Prestowitz of the Economic Strategy Institute, a respected Washington think tank. By
way of a posting in Foreign Policy, Mr. Prestowitz sent an advisory to the then candidate
for Secretary of Commerce, Penny Pritzker. In the posting Mr. Prestowitz outlined the
power of the Commerce Department to create and execute industrial policy:
The secretary of commerce has the authority to initiate investigations of key
industries with regard to the impact of their loss of competitiveness on national
security; the authority to initiate anti-dumping and countervailing duty
investigations; the authority, under circumstances of the temporary provision of
relief from import competition, to direct corporations and industries to
restructure for revitalization; the authority constantly to analyze the
competitiveness of industries and to recommend improvement actions; the
authority to convene industry leaders and to give then anti-trust immunity if they
work together on certain prescribed projects to improve the entire industry.
Additionally, the secretary oversees an entire corps of commercial diplomats who
staff U.S. embassies and promote U.S. exports while gathering information on
foreign industries, economies, and technologies. For someone who knows how to
use them, these authorities can be the levers by which the secretary of commerce
can rise to a position of great power.22
To close this section on industrial policy here is an excerpt from Wikipedia on industrial
policy (The Quadrigy team originally provided input to Wikipedia. Emphasis in bold is
mine):
“During the Reagan Administration, an economic development initiative called
Project Socrates was initiated to address US decline in ability to compete in
world markets. Project Socrates, directed by Michael Sekora, resulted in a
computer-based competitive strategy system that was made available to private
industry and all other public and private institutions that impact economic growth,
competitiveness and trade policy. A key objective of Socrates was to utilize
advanced technology to enable US private institutions and public agencies to
cooperate in the development and execution of competitive strategies without
violating existing laws or compromising the spirit of "free market". President
Reagan was satisfied that this objective was fulfilled in the Socrates system.
Through the advances of innovation age technology, Socrates would provide
22

Clyde Prestowitz, A note to Penny Pritzker, Foreign Policy Magazine, February 11,
2013.
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"voluntary" but "systematic" coordination of resources across multiple "economic
system" institutions including industry clusters, financial service organizations,
university research facilities and government economic planning agencies. While
the view of one president and the Socrates team was that technology made it
virtually possible for both to exist simultaneously, the industrial policy vs. free
markets, debate continued as later under the George H. W. Bush administration,
Socrates was labeled as industrial policy and de-funded.23
US industrial policy exists in an undefined, haphazard and politically driven state. To
attempt to organize and structure existing US industrial policy is all but impossible.
Instead, our leaders in Washington simply deem that we have no industrial policy.
Meanwhile, US de-facto industrial policy is kept informal and used to carryout political
objectives that harm our ability to compete rather that enhance it.
The closest thing to an “official” reason for George H. W. Bush abolishing Socrates is
that Socrates was labeled industrial policy as defined in Washington. The process to
destroy Socrates that followed after George H. W. Bush took over the White House was
ugly. But an event occurred after Bush abolished Socrates and Sekora had left
government that indicates that a great deal of respect for Sekora was present among the
Bush White House staff.

A Change of Heart, or Just a Slip?
The Bush administration kept up the pressure claiming Socrates was industrial policy.
Any hope for Socrates as a continued government program vanished as Sekora was
forced out of government.
After Sekora left government, he resumed his mission to restore US competitiveness in
the private sector by working with large corporations. (A list is provided in Appendix
Six.)
One of his first clients was General Motors, a great place to start given their lingering but
declining influence in the world and Sekora’s family history of three generations at GM.
As he was going through the many briefings of top management to prepare them for the
implementation of Socrates – Generation-2 corporate application, he encountered the
usual naysayers, doubters and resisters of change. One of the resisters was particularly
contentious and a highly influential advisor to GM senior management. After a few
sessions with Sekora successfully fielding his remarks, the doubter decided on his own to
do some additional reference checking on Sekora. As GM had an open door to Bush’s
White House, it was the logical place to start. What the Bush White House would say

23
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about Sekora was surprising, considering the events that had transpired between the
administration and Sekora.
When the doubter returned to the next session, he reported his findings. A senior staff
member for Bush told the GM advisor the following: If you ask everyone on the White
House staff to list the top strategy experts in the world, Sekora would be at the top of
everyone’s list.
Was there a change of heart in the Bush administration (doubtful) or an unintended
swerve from the party line? We will probably never know. But the GM executive was
convinced that Sekora was the right person to help GM.

The Natural Human Resistance to Change
To answer the question that flows through the book and is on all of our minds, “why was
so much effort put into destroying Socrates,” we must consider the natural human
resistance to change. This human characteristic is irrational but exists in a much stronger
state than certainly I ever imagined. If we are to survive, the shift back to technologybased planning must take place and to do that the Socrates team knew they must be
capable of dealing with this human resistance to change phenomenon. First though, they
would have to understand it.
During the time when Socrates was being developed and deployed as a government
program, the barriers of human resistance were a constant distraction. Frankly if Sekora
and team had not been as committed to making it work which required unusual strength
of character, it would have been abandoned like so many other programs that upset the
status quo. But the stakes were high and a relatively small group of people with unusual
tenacity kept it alive until it was successful.
After the program was abolished in government, conditions in Washington returned to
normal, and the spiral downward continued. Pat Choate, Ross Perot’s running mate in
Perot’s first presidential campaign, was a friend of Sekora’s and remains one of the
dedicated whose support for Socrates did not wane throughout the struggle with the Bush
administration and the years that followed.
In a recent meeting between Choate and Sekora, Pat made a comment that adds
perspective to the resistance they encountered throughout those days of Socrates in the
1980s. As their discussion progressed on how the US was continuing to deteriorate, Pat
lamented that it was like someone had scripted the path to the country’s demise that he,
Sekora and the Socrates team had laid out as a warning twenty-five years ago, and the
country was following it perfectly. The discussion continued that it was sad that what
they saw coming way back then is the reality of today. Even though they showed
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everyone the facts, built a solution and deployed the solution with incredible success, the
resistance to change seems to have prevailed.
The point is that, even in the face of facts, a picture of reality and proof of a solution,
human tendency is to resist. Both Pat Choate and Michael Sekora would have never
believed back in those days that this human characteristic to resist was so powerful that
we would allow our great nation to unravel.
So today we continue our insane death spiral, unable or unwilling to change.
From a high-level panoramic view humankind has consistently evolved forward over
time through a natural process of learning, growth and change. In spite of the natural
tendency to resist major societal shifts have in fact occurred. These dramatic shifts are
nature's opportunities for those periodic leaps forward that propel society to new heights.
But the process is challenging. Theoretically and to the rational person, it's a beautiful
thing but, like all things in nature, there is an opposite and balancing force.
The innate need and capacity to survive, learn and grow drives society forward, but
paradoxically and simultaneously, human desire for stability, standardization and
repetition holds us back. The struggle erupts between changing to an uncertain future or
holding onto the comfortable routines to which we have become accustomed. A false and
dangerous security lies in repetition, predictability and holding on to the status quo,
especially if the status quo is a burning platform.
Where repetition produces predictability and a comforting sense of certainty, the
inevitable natural process of growth and change counteract with that routine and result in
a state of frequent disconnects, confusion and fear. Holding on, the natural human
response, when the world around us changes is the beginning of a death spiral.
The resulting struggle between holding on and letting go to face the uncertainties of
dramatic change are where Washington D.C. was during the development and
deployment of the original Socrates and where the country as a whole remains today.
Human response, even when it becomes clear that the old standardized practices no
longer work, is typically to ignore and ultimately resist these golden opportunities to reset
the social, political and economic environment at a higher level.
To facilitate transition during major change, we must make the case for change on both
ends. On the one end is the vision of where we are going with change, future state, and
on the other end are the consequences of not changing. Making both ends absolutely clear
can help lower resistance among the rational but so many humans are not rational.
A good illustration of the importance of clearly seeing the future state in change is the
story of the Wing Walker. The late Larry Wilson, founder of Minnesota based, Wilson
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Learning, used to tell the story in explaining the effects of uncertainty in navigating
change.
Wing walkers were acrobats of sorts during the old biplane days that would literally walk
on the wings of these double-winged airplanes while in flight. Of course this is very
dangerous, and the consequences of one mistake were life ending. The guiding principle
of the wing walker was “never let go of a wing support until you have a firm grasp of
another.”
This wing walker’s rule addresses both ends of change and is akin to the need for a clear
vision and grasp of the next secure place in removing the uncertainty of change.
Many are left behind in the struggle of change. As the natural forces of change plow
forward entire civilizations recede and eventually die. New world leadership emerges as
the old guard continues to hold on, and a new era of growth begins without them.
Historically this process has been very painful, because of natural resistance, but in the
twenty-first century with the amount of information available to us about the inevitable
process of survival, learning, growth and change, it does not have to be painful.
The problem, its implications on America and the solution were drummed into
Washington during the 1980s. The resistance built to the point where the drum was
temporarily silenced. Socrates, the vehicle for transition to the Automated Innovation
Age was put on hold.

The Struggle for Change
Why this struggle is so important in the story of Project Socrates is that the human
behavior in this struggle, “resistance to change,” has plagued Project Socrates from its
beginning in 1983. The problem is not because System Socrates enables the change
people resist or that they do not understand or believe System Socrates. The problem is
the irrational human behavior to resist change even when the need is intellectually
understood. Our experience is that people react to the need for change in one of two ways.
There are those who recognize the severity of the problem and the consequences of
maintaining status quo and are eager to learn about a potential solution. These people are
in the minority and form the small group of what will produce the new leadership.
Then there are those who respond with varying degrees of acknowledgement of the
problem, understand and agree with the solution but will avoid taking required action for
fear of upsetting the status quo. These people tend to be in the majority and are obstacles
to transformation. These people though are the sheep that once the change is adopted,
they follow along without much question.
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Note that in both cases, people understand Socrates and easily accept it as the only viable
solution but, in too many cases, resistance to change disrupts progress. That is perhaps
the biggest obstacle to our survival in a time when major transformation is imperative.
What we are experiencing currently is a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to take
humankind into a dramatic leap forward. These opportunities only occur every two or
three hundred years, more or less. The Socrates team researched these major change
events to understand how these events took place and the human interaction with the
natural process that both enabled growth as well as delayed it. (Refer again to Figure 3,
Chapter 6.)
The years between major shifts are periods of normalization. Society’s institutions
normalize their processes; practices and systems to synchronize with the way things work
in the existing social, political and economic environments. Unfortunately, during this
period, human beings are also normalized through policy, procedure and accepted social
norms. The result is that creativity is either misplaced or numbed away. I know I will be
challenged on this but and example is Silicon Valley. Take a look for yourself.
In these relatively stable periods, individuals, organizations and societies go through a
series of incremental refinements to maintain synchronization with a relatively
predictable world. These incremental refinements during normalization are absorbed and
adopted with ease and little structural disruption. Conventional thinking and practices are
preserved and even enhanced. This period of normalization results in institutionalization
of practices that the society generally accepts.
The normalization and institutionalization of social, political and economic systems
where intellectually valid to sustain efficiency, is the setup for eventual resistance to the
major change required in the next natural cycle of survival. Those individuals,
organizations, societies and nations that will not or cannot change decline and die. Our
future is dependent on how well we understand the need for change, the consequences of
not changing and the transformation process required to effectively re-synchronize with
the new reality.
Elisabeth Kübler Ross, known for her pioneering work in near-death studies, describes
the progression of human behavior in the grieving process, which she calls the Five
Stages of Grief. It is ironic that the stages people go through during the death and
grieving process are similar to the behaviors individuals go through during major change.
As we look back at the great civilizations that have come and gone, it is easy to track
their journeys through George Land’s change phases from formation to normalization to
transformation. Each phase has defined and predictable characteristics. Unfortunately,
finding a civilization that successfully navigated through the final phase of
“transformation” is difficult. On the other hand, it is easy to identify those that have
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failed and either died or continue to languish toward oblivion on their way to finality.
Here are just a few easily recognizable causalities of the natural process of survival,
normalization and failure to transform:
Egyptian
Persian
Roman

Inca
Aztec
Mogul

Ottoman
Greek
British

Perhaps the most recent causality though is the Soviet Union and its successor, Russia,
continues to struggle. The US is in the final phase, transformation, and must change or
will languish and eventually die, likely a prolonged and painful death. See Appendix
Seven for an illustration of the Lifecycle of a Nation progressing through these stages.
US social, political and economic systems are generally obsolete. In many cases, these
systems have been incrementally refined without regard to the fundamental universal
truths on which they were originally created. But typical of a declining nation struggling
to hold on we put our resources to work preserving, baling out and propping up these
obsolete systems and organizations. The continued reliance on obsolete, institutionalized
systems and practices is a major symptom of our decline and leads to eventual demise.
Our current collective response mode, (as of the writing of this book) appears to be
classic Stage 1 change/grief cycle behavior, denial, and Stage 2 anger and blame. For
example, denial of the problem: “China will implode so there is nothing to worry about.”
The corresponding behavior has definitely delayed and could even prevent transformation
to occur in the limited time we have.
Socrates was developed as the foundation for transformation by providing the process
and tools to smoothly transition to the next level of societal advancement, the Automated
Innovation Age.
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Appendix One
Project Socrates Ten Findings
1. The foundation of all competitive advantage is a matter of satisfying the customer needs better than
the competition.

־
־
־
־

Any customer need if excelled at has the potential of providing a competitive advantage.
Needs defined from the customers' point of view--even if the customers' needs appear illogical or minor.
Must go beyond just meeting customer needs; excel at satisfying one or more customer needs.
Address holistically the set of customer needs.

2. Satisfying customers' needs is accomplished with technology.

 ־Technology is any application of science to accomplish a function.
 ־The science can be very leading edge or it can be well established.
 ־The function can be very critical, high visibility or it can be significantly more mundane.
3. To satisfy customer needs better than the competition, an organization or a region must exploit
technology more effectively than the competition.

 ־Must acquire technology more effectively than the competition and/or
 ־Must utilize technology more effectively than the competition.
4. Effectiveness of exploitation of technology dictated by four attributes inherent in all technology.

־
־
־
־

The definition of the technology by the laws of physics dictates which customer needs can be satisfied.
The capability level of the technology dictates to what level the customer needs can be satisfied.
The flow of the technology dictates how technology can be acquired and utilized to satisfy customer needs.
The evolution of definition, capability and flow dictates how the other three dimensions can be exploited.

5. Four attributes for all present and future technologies worldwide comprise four-dimensional
"technologyspace".

־
־
־
־
־

Tech structure -- The interconnection between all technologies as defined by the laws of physics.
Tech capability -- The ability of all technologies to accomplish functions.
Tech flow -- The flow of all technologies internally and externally to all organizations worldwide.
Time -- How the other three dimensions evolve forward.
No discontinuities in the four dimensional technologyspace.

6. Traditional planning methods, only address limited aspects of some of the dimensions of techspace.

 ־Traditional planning methods developed by experts viewing only a very narrow slice of competition.
 ־Socrates Project had a view of all forms of competition worldwide.
7. Organizations or regions must out-maneuver competitors in one or more of the four dimensions of
technologyspace to generate a competitive advantage.

 ־Out-maneuvering in a dimension equates to using that tech attribute more effectively than the competition.
 ־Dimensions orthogonal -- Movement in one dimension can be independent of movement in other dimensions.
8. Maneuvering in technologyspace same as maneuvering on the military battlefield; the science of
military strategy can be used as the basis for strategies in technologyspace.

 ־Technology behaves like military resources when it comes to their exploitation for a competitive advantage.
 ־Thousands of years of experience of the science of military strategy can be drawn from.
9. Elements of military strategy are highly fragmented, must be consolidated into a logical structure.

 ־Science of military strategy consists of writings of the lessons learned by the great captains of war.
 ־Dissecting wide range of writings enabled universal truths to be extracted and a logical structure developed.
10. Combining logically structured military strategy elements with 4-D techspace produces a set of
elements for technology strategies that enables an organization or a region to consistently outmaneuver the competition in the exploitation of technology for the maximum competitive advantage.

־
־
־
־

The set of elements for a technology strategy are a closed set.
Each tech strategy element is precisely defined in terms of one or more of the four dimensions of techspace.
The strengths of each tech strategy element is dictated by one or more of the four dimensions of techspace.
The technology strategy elements do not change with time.
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Appendix Three
Senator Jeff Bingaman Legislation 1989

Bill Text 101st Congress (1989-1990) S.2349.IS
S.2349 -- To establish in the Department of Commerce an Office of
International Technology Monitoring. (Introduced in Senate - IS)
S 2349 IS
101st CONGRESS
2d Session
S. 2349
To establish in the Department of Commerce an Office of International
Technology Monitoring.
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
March 28 (legislative day, JANUARY 23), 1990
Mr. BINGAMAN introduced the following bill; which was read twice and
referred to the Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation
A BILL
To establish in the Department of Commerce an Office of International
Technology Monitoring.
• Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That section 5 of the
Stevenson-Wydler Technology Innovation Act of 1980 (15 U.S.C.
3704) is amended by redesignating subsection (e) as subsection (f)
and by adding immediately after subsection (d) the following new
subsection:
• (e)
• (1) There is established, within the Technology Administration at the
Department of Commerce, the Office of International Technology
Monitoring (hereafter in this subsection referred to as the `Office').
• (2) The Office shall be headed by the Director of the Office of
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•

International Technology Monitoring, who shall be appointed by the
Secretary.
(3) The Secretary, through the Undersecretary and through the
Director of the Office, shall-(A) establish a clearinghouse to—
(i) coordinate and disseminate information obtained by the
Federal Government regarding developments in science,
research, and technology throughout the world; and
(ii) collate and disseminate unclassified analysis by the Federal
Government of worldwide science and technology;
(B) establish and maintain a data base on worldwide science,
research, and technology;
(C) work with other Federal agencies to identify and track emerging
areas of technology throughout the world;
(D) identify the requirements of the public and private sector for
information concerning scientific and technological information and
disseminate such requirements to all Federal agencies; and
(E) assure regular reviews by relevant industry sector advisory
committees and experts at Federal laboratories.

(4) All Federal agencies shall cooperate with the Office in coordinating the
activities of such agencies with respect to the collection of information
regarding technological and scientific developments worldwide.
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Appendix Four
Congressman Frank Wolf Legislation 2010-2011
July 21, 2010 – (HR 5980)
BECOME AN ORIGINAL COSPONSOR OF THE

STRATEGIC MANUFACTURING &
JOB REPATRIATION ACT
Dear Republican Colleague:
Next week I will introduce the Strategic Manufacturing & Job
Repatriation Act to develop a national manufacturing strategy to create American
jobs. A strong manufacturing and technology development base is critical to job
creation and the economic competitiveness of the United States.
The legislation would comprehensively align existing federal funding -- at
no new cost -- to support job repatriation and manufacturing growth, study a new
tax incentive to encourage repatriation, and bolster intellectual property
protection.
It also builds on language I included in the fiscal year 2011 CommerceJustice-Science appropriations bill directing the Commerce Department to launch
a job repatriation initiative. The federal government must work aggressively to
“repatriate” jobs that have gone overseas back to the U.S. in order to grow
American jobs.
Specifically, the legislation:
Reconstitutes President Reagan’s Project Socrates as an independent American
Economic Security Commission to identify and monitor emerging technologies and
global economic threats.
Requires the secretary of Commerce to develop a National Manufacturing and Job
Repatriation Strategy and set targets for manufacturing sector job creation.
Creates federal Repatriation Task Forces to identify American companies
manufacturing abroad and work with states to facilitate the repatriation of jobs to the U.S.
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Studies the merits of a major new federal tax incentive to promote repatriation of jobs to
the U.S.
Aligns existing federal economic development aid with the objectives of the National
Manufacturing Strategy and authorizes funds for repatriation efforts.
Protects American intellectual property by restricting unnecessary foreign access to
pending patent applications.
Prioritizes patent applications from American universities to ensure that new cuttingedge technologies may be protected and rapidly deployed for U.S. firms.

I invite you to become an original cosponsor of this important effort to create
American jobs and bolster American competitiveness. Please contact Thomas
Culligan in my office by phone at 5-5136 or by e-mail at
mailto:thomas.culligan@mail.house.govby Tuesday, July 27, to be an original
cosponsor.
Sincerely,
/s/
Frank R. Wolf
Member of Congress
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Appendix Five
National Industrial Policy Illustration
Japan

Soviet Union

National Industrial Policy

Totalitarian
Centralized
Planning
-Very efficient
-Highly inflexible

Laissez-Faire
Symbiotic
Planning
-Highly efficient
-Very flexible

The Soviet Union type industrial policy was capable of matching and in some cases
surpassing US military capability. From a very small economic base government
controlled planning guided resources to military technology-based competition. However
the inflexibility of high government control industrial policy artificially disrupts natural
flow of technology across the technologyspace depriving otherwise very efficient
acquisition and utilization of technology for competitive advantage.
As a planning tool in a central planning economy, Socrates would expose these
disruptions caused by government controlled central planning; identify exactly where
these disruptions occur and how they limit ability to compete. This information would be
the foundation for corrective decision-making.
As a planning tool against the Soviet style central planning economy, Socrates exposed
these disruptions as weaknesses in the competitor’s technology strategy and exploited
them for competitive advantage.
On the other hand Japan transformed from a burned-out hulk after WWII to industrial
dominance in twenty-five years through an industrial policy of “symbiotic planning”
(which is a version of the method designed into Reagan’s Project Socrates). Symbiotic
deployment as an industrial policy in Japan enabled rapid industrial development with
minimal natural resources through the acquisition and utilization of global resources and
coordination across all Japanese industries. Counter to popular opinion in the US the
coordination of strategies in Japan was and is today completely voluntarily not forced or
government controlled. Symbiotic deployment simply provided individual Japanese
companies access to a “grand national technology strategy” where they could see benefits
of specific technology alliance with other Japanese companies for achieving a level of
competitive advantage that could not be achieved alone. In the US plan under Ronald
Reagan, Socrates would serve as the automated platform for symbiotic planning.
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In the US our laws and regulations tend to discourage cooperation in an effort to protect
consumers and support competitiveness within the domestic industry. However, our
competitors are international so Socrates had to be designed to support international
competitiveness through voluntary cooperation while simultaneously encouraging
domestic competition. The Socrates system was made to be detailed and precise in
exposing the nature of all competition, internationally and domestically so that 1),
cooperation would be voluntary and 2), vividly expose the nature of each competitive
situation to prevent unlawful and/or unfair maneuvers.
White House lawyers under Reagan legally vetted Socrates as not only supporting all
existing laws but, because it adds a new dimension to the enforcement process through
the detailed and precise exposure with a bird’s eye view of each competitive event,
Socrates enhances those laws and the spirit of free markets.
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Appendix Six
Sekora’s Fortune 100 Client List
Allied Signal
Bendix
Alcoa
American Broadcasting Corp.
Amoco
AMP
AT&T
Bellcore/Bell Laboratories
BellSouth
Best Associates
Bethlehem Steel
Binney & Smith
Black & Decker
Boeing
Caterpillar
Chrysler
Compaq
Control Data Corp.
Cooper Industries
Corning Glass

Corning
Cray Research, Inc.
Digital Equipment Corp.
Dow Chemical
Dow Corning
Duke Power
E.I. Du Pont
Electronic Data Systems
E-Systems
FMC Corp.
Ford Motor Corp.
General Dynamics
General Electric
General Motors
Goodyear
Grumman
H.J. Heinz
Honeywell
IBM
Johnson & Johnson

Lockheed Corp.
LTV
Martin Marietta
MASCO
McDonnell Douglas
Motorola
NCR
Raytheon
Rockwell International
Rohm & Haas
Royal Dutch Shell
Scientific-Atlanta
Shell Development
Tandy Corp.
Tektronix, Inc.
Texas Instruments
TRW
United Technologies
USX
Westinghouse Electric Corp.
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Appendix Seven
Lifecycle of a Society
Life Cycle of Societal, Economic and Political Systems

United States
Life Cycle Stages
Growth Stages
Stage 1:
Formation

Stage 2:
Normalization

Socialization & Gestation

Description

Operationalization & Institutionalization
* Formal processes and systems built to replicate "best practices"

* Changes occur in the environment in which we live and work

* Culture emerges from commonly accepted beliefs and values

* Functional units are created to structure and normalize activities

* Change throws operations and institutional systems out of synch

* Experiment & discover behaviors and practices that "work best"

* Sophisticated governance systems sustain normalization

* Systems, policies and procedures cease to work - chaos ensues

Replication & Refinement

Frustration, Resistance & Confusion

* Trial and error

* Standard policies and procedures guide decisions and actions

* Entrenched functions, processes and practices are irrelevant

* Uncertainty, chaos, everybody "pitches in" to get things done

* Rigidly defined roles and job specialization reduce creativity

* Conventional wisdom is protected among highly resistant leaders

* Excitement, enlightenment, variety and much freedom to test

* Incremental refinements reinforce standards and predictability

* Re-label "what used to work' as "new" and "do it harder and faster"

Learning & Growth

Results

Change, De-synchronization & Chaos

* Groups form around common needs

Experimentation & Discovery

Characteristics

Stage 3:
Disintegration

Efficiency, Stability & Stagnation

Point of No Return: Transform or Die

* Period of high learning, personal growth and satisfaction

* Improvement initiatives further entrench existing systems

* Leadership paralyzed in "normalized state", fearing risk of change

* Authentic leadership emerges from demonstrated abilities

* Competitiveness is stabilized at entrenched operational capability

* Resources depleted in the failed process to make the "old" work

* Learn and adopt what works best, i.e., "best practices"

* Leadership maintains status-quo in cultural of malaise

* Institutionalized rejection of valid solutions that disrupt the "norm"

United States
1780

1850

1945

2014

Major Mental Leap
Period of Transformation
Transformation Stages
Stage 1:
Transition
Re-socialization & Re-gestation

Description

United States

Re-synchronization & Institutionalization

* Educate & install Tech-based planning & Automated Innovation

* Re-synch all systems and processes with solution requirements

* Reprioritization and "commitment to change" emerges in culture

* Redesign system work processes to accommodate solution

* Coordinate practices across institutions and sub-organizations

* 2 transformation paths: 1) maintain order, 2) transition to new order

* Determine "Impact of solution" and address adoption issues

* Reinforce new practices through behavioral support systems

Change, Redesign & Realignment

Adaptation, Re-engagement & Predictability

* Uncertainty & chaos grow as old systems fail

* Major institutional system and process redesign projects initiated

* Changed practices, tasks and activities are operational

* Trial & error and creativity re-emerge in quest to find new solutions

* Institution policies, procedures, governance structures realigned

* Institution systems work as required in the new reality

* Mixture of excitement, enlightenment and frustration

* Change impact actions planned and executed to realign culture

* Confidence and competence in system performance grows

New period of Growth & Learning

Results

Adopt Foundation Solution

Stage 3:
Reformation

* Groups re-form around need to change to survive - reject old ways

Re-experimentation & Re-discovery

Characteristics

Stage 2:
Integration

Social, Economic & Political Systems Enabled

Growth & Performance Systematized

* Revival of learning & high personal growth across the culture

* Institutional, systems and processes transitioned to adopt solution

* Eco, socio and political systems operate in-synch to create future

* Authentic leadership re-emerges based on ability to lead change

* Culture realigned with "how things work" now

* Reformation to automated tech-based planning complete

* Technology-based planning is adopted as foundation solution

* Governance structures and process support new practices

* Competitive advantage sustained indefinitely

??
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